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Dear Readers,
Happy Holidays! We are pleased to share with you our Fall 2020 Edition, a collection of articles ranging from Findings in
the Laboratory to Living with Illness. We believe these articles highlight the many changes the healthcare industry is
undergoing today. While the past few months have consisted of new experiences and emotions for many of us, we hope
that these articles will reveal the resiliency, optimism, and determination that characterizes our Cornell community.
Given the challenges of this semester, we are so impressed by the repertoire of pieces students have come up with. This
is the first time that our publication has produced two editions and it has not been easy doing this digitally. To kick off
our Speaker Series, we hosted a Q&A with Physician Assistant Michelle O’Neil to speak about her journey and career.
Moving forward, we are excited to announce that the Speaker Series will become a monthly event. Our hope is that
these talks will provide students with insight into possible career paths they might want to pursue.
We hope to grow our publication to become an accessible resource for relevant and timely information on healthcare
and innovation, all while fostering an appreciation for the importance of reputable scientific communication. We are
excited to work alongside our largest cohort of writers and editors to date, and look forward to everything to come in
2021!
Happy Reading!
Sincerely,

Journey Wise
Editor-In-Chief

Grace Wang
Vice President of Editing

Priya Mukhi
Vice President of Publishing

Candice Mahadeo
Treasurer

Caroline Lee
Publicity Chair

Lauren Rivera
Social Chair

Angella Lee
Health Officer Liaison
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COVID-19

A Ticking Time Bomb: The Rise of AntibioticResistant Superbugs During the COVID-19 Pandemic
by Christine Wu, Human Biology, Health, and Society '23
Since the 1940s, antibiotic resistance has vexed scientists,
researchers, and the general public. The widespread usage of
penicillin in World War II first propelled microbe evolution,
resulting in the rise of numerous bacterial species resistant to the
antibiotic [1]. Microbial infections caused by superbugs are
extremely problematic; their difficulty to treat lies in their ability
to bypass previously effective drugs.
Throughout the past decades, however, this public health crisis
has been neglected by researchers and physicians alike, allowing
bacterial and fungal microbes to grow increasingly resistant to the
drugs designed to kill them. New research shows that the COVID19 pandemic has exacerbated the threat that antibiotic resistance
poses to public health, and our narrow lead in the race against
superbug evolution may cease to exist by the time this pandemic
draws to a close.
The relationship between COVID-19 and antibiotic resistance may
not seem evident at first — antibiotics are used to treat bacterial
and fungal infections, while COVID-19 is caused by the SARSCoV-2 virus. However, one significant danger posed to a COVID19 patient is the risk of developing a co-bacterial infection, such as
bacterial pneumonia [2]. Co-infection, which can significantly
increase the patient’s mortality rate due to their already
weakened immune system, requires antibiotic treatment [3].
Hospitals are also one of the easiest places to contract an
antibiotic-resistant infection, as they are consistently prescribing
antibiotics to patients and promoting the evolution of superbugs
[4]. When antibiotics are used in such a prevalent manner,
however, severe long-term consequences may emerge.
One systematic review reports that 72 percent of hospitalized
COVID-19 in the U.S. and China received antibacterial therapy.
However, only 8 percent of those who received antibiotics had a
bacterial or fungal infection [5]. This data suggests that antibiotics
were distributed to patients despite a lack of evidence for a cobacterial infection. In another study on patients in Michigan
hospitals, the rate of bacterial co-infections was 3.5 percent. Yet,
56.6 percent of patients were prescribed antibiotics prematurely
[6]. This overuse of antibiotics is the result of physicians’ attempts
to prevent fatal bacterial co-infections, but in the long run,
antibiotic misuse can propel the development of antibioticresistant superbugs. Bacteria that are antibiotic-resistant have the
ability to neutralize antibiotics, pump out the antibiotic from their
bodies, or redirect the antibiotic to target another site such that it
does not affect cell function. Because these bacteria are essentially
immune to known antibiotics, they survive and multiply rapidly,
eventually allowing that general bacteria population to evolve into
an antibiotic-resistant one [7]. This evolution sets off a chain
reaction that prompts the growing superbug population and the
inability to successfully treat infected patients.

History repeats itself. This isn’t the first time we’ve witnessed a
sharp increase in antibiotic use during a viral outbreak, followed
by an increase in antibiotic-resistant infections. During the 20022004 SARS pandemic, it was reported that doctors used
antibiotics as a first line of defense in Hong Kong. The usage of
carbapenem — the strongest type of antibiotic used for high-risk
bacterial infections — increased by 73 percent during the outbreak
[8]. After the pandemic subsided, hospitals noticed a rise in the
number of bacterial infections that couldn’t be treated with
carbapenem. In a retrospective study conducted on influenza
cases from 2005 to 2009, it was found that 80 percent of patients
who were prescribed antibiotics did not actually have a diagnosis
for bacterial infection [9]. Antibiotic misuse during the Ebola
outbreak from 2014 to 2016 was also documented and cautioned
against, with reports of an Ebola patient being sent home with
antibiotics for his “low-grade, common viral disease” [10].
The methods used to treat SARS, influenza and now COVID-19
patients have amplified the existing crisis — antibiotic resistance
is skyrocketing. As of July 2020, the CDC reports that 2.8 million
people in the U.S. catch an antibiotic-resistance infection, while
35,000 people die from these infections [11]. Even as antibiotic
resistance grows, however, large pharmaceutical companies such
as AstraZeneca and Novartis are gradually abandoning antibiotic
research due to a lack of financial incentive. Research and
development require an immense amount of time and resources,
and the cost-benefit ratio seems far too high. With a multitude of
factors contributing to antibiotic resistance, it is evident that
more action must be taken in the race against superbug evolution.
However, the question that has stumped us for years remains:
how exactly do we combat antibiotic resistance?
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10.1002/iub.2356. Advance online publication.
https://doi.org/10.1002/iub.2356
3. Andreani, J., Le Bideau, M., Duflot, I., Jardot, P., Rolland, C.,
A TICKING TIME BOMB: THE RISE OF ANTIBIOTIC-RESISTANT SUPERBUGS DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Boxberger, M., Wurtz, N., Rolain, J. M., Colson, P., La Scola, B.,
Reflecting on the events of COVID-19 and past SARS pandemics,
& Raoult, D. (2020). In vitro testing of combined
one way of fighting antibiotic resistance might include finding
hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin on SARS-CoV-2 shows
alternative methods to treat viral outbreaks with a limited arsenal
synergistic effect. Microbial pathogenesis, 145, 104228.
of antibiotics. One alternative method includes PPMO, which are
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.micpath.2020.104228
synthesized forms of DNA and RNA with the ability to silence gene
4. Yourself from Germs in Hospitals. (2020, March 9). Centers for
targets. In contrast to antibiotics, which disrupt bacterial cell
Disease Control and Prevention.
function, PPMO interferes with bacterial genes directly.
https://www.cdc.gov/hai/patientsafety/ar-hospitals.html
Researchers state that PPMO must undergo testing for toxicity
5. Rawson, T. M., Moore, L., Zhu, N., Ranganathan, N.,
before it is used in humans, but that its mechanism shows
Skolimowska, K., Gilchrist, M., Satta, G., Cooke, G., & Holmes,
promise [13]. Specialists have discovered phages that target C.diff,
A. (2020). Bacterial and fungal co-infection in individuals with
a prominent superbug in hospitals. The phages are viruses that
coronavirus: A rapid review to support COVID-19
seek bacteria as a host and inject their DNA, subsequently
antimicrobial prescribing. Clinical infectious diseases : an
replicating and destroying the bacterial cell in the process [13].
official publication of the Infectious Diseases Society of
Phage therapy is advantageous as it is specific for a target
America, ciaa530. Advance online publication.
bacterial population, but it is still prone to antibiotic resistance
https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/ciaa530
[14]. Probiotics have also been found to potentially modulate gut
6. Vaughn, V. M., Gandhi, T., Petty, L. A., Patel, P. K., Prescott, H.
microbial composition to expand the “good” bacteria population.
C., Malani, A. N., Ratz, D., McLaughlin, E., Chopra, V., &
The field of gut microbiota is relatively unexplored, however, and
Flanders, S. A. (2020). Empiric Antibacterial Therapy and
the precise mechanisms of probiotics acting on host health are
Community-onset Bacterial Co-infection in Patients
unknown [14].
Hospitalized with COVID-19: A Multi-Hospital Cohort Study.
Clinical Infectious Diseases, 1–32.
Additionally, incentivizing pharmaceutical industries to innovate
https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/ciaa1239
new drugs could aid in the fight against antibiotic resistance. A
7.
Antibiotic Resistance: Questions & Answers. (2017, May 12).
proposed method suggests shifting the economic mechanisms
RxList.
https://www.rxlist.com/antibiotic_resistance/drugsinvolved in the funding of research. The “Netflix model,” a model
condition.htm#how
in which companies receive an up-front payment in the early
8. Lee, E. (2005, September 18). Drug-resistant superbugs, a
development of research, has shown promise in motivating firms
legacy of Sars. South China Morning Post.
to continue antibiotic research [15].
https://www.scmp.com/article/516854/drug-resistantsuperbugs-legacy-sars
Catalyzed by the effects of the COVID-19 storm, the lingering
9. Misurski, D. A., Lipson, D. A., & Changolkar, A. K. (2011).
effects of past viral pandemics, widespread antibiotic misuse, and
Inappropriate antibiotic prescribing in managed care subjects
the reluctance of big pharma to continue antibiotic research,
with influenza. The American journal of managed care, 17(9),
antibiotic resistance poses a greater threat to public health than
ever. It has always been a concern lurking under the surface, but
601–608.
the presence of the pandemic has given it the potential to emerge
10. Lesho, E. P. (2015). US Ebola Case: An Example of the Misuse of
and bring upon a wave of damage.
Antibiotics and a Reminder for Better Stewardship. Mayo
Clinic Proceedings, 90(1), 161.
The COVID-19 pandemic has taught us that it is imperative to be
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mayocp.2014.11.001
aware of what antibiotic resistance will look like in the next few
11. Antibiotic Resistance Threatens Everyone. (2020, July 20).
years and that it is time to fight it head-on. The COVID-19
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
pandemic may slow down and gradually reach its end, but the
https://www.cdc.gov/drugresistance/index.html
antibiotic resistance public health crisis is far from over —
12. Overuse and overprescribing of antibiotics. (n.d.). CIDRAP.
instead, it is a ticking time bomb.
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/asp/overuse-overprescribingof-antibiotics
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COVID-19 in Moria:
The Tinderbox that Caught Fire
by Abe Kheirbek, Biology and Society ‘23
The COVID-19 pandemic has seemingly spared no facet of
everyday life for the American public; granted, much uncertainty
that once plagued the nation has largely dissipated with time.
From breakthroughs in curbing the spread of COVID-19, amongst
them mask-wearing and a developing vaccine, the current
understanding of the virus has given the public a sense of
security: there is seemingly an end in sight to the pandemic.
Notably, there has been a large decline in more frantic concerns
regarding life during a pandemic; while toilet paper once flew off
supermarkets shelves amidst fears of scarcity, many have now
found some way to adapt to life under COVID-19. But this
beginning stage of frantic fear in the face of uncertainty parallels a
story of far more dire consequences, one far from the reality of
many Americans. For migrants seeking asylum across the globe,
many of whom flee to camps where destitution runs rampant,
scarcity is a lived reality rather than an isolated period.
Uncertainty and fear cannot be marked by the beginning and end
of the pandemic. Rather, refugee hardships are caused by forces
far deeper than these new challenges. In Moria, a refugee camp
located on the Greek island of Lesbos, the poor living conditions
of thousands of refugees fostered an incredibly pressing challenge
to curb the spread of COVID-19. Beyond bringing new challenges
to refugee healthcare, the advent of COVID-19 has exacerbated a
public health crisis that has persisted since long before the
pandemic.
Once the largest refugee camp in Europe, Moria was first founded
on the Greek Island of Lesbos in 2015 to provide refuge for a
maximum of 2,200 migrants seeking asylum in Europe, arriving
largely through harrowing boat journeys from Afghanistan and
Syria, among other nations. However, over its four years of
operation, the camp and its surrounding olive groves have held
almost ten times this capacity [1]. This congestion resulted in an
extreme scarcity of resources for asylum seekers living in and
around the camp; by mid-March of 2020, each water station
hosted over 1,300 refugees, with each toilet used by upwards of
160 refugees [2]. There were also minimal resources for hygiene,
with open sewage often flowing through the camp combined with
insufficient soap and running water [3]. The camp’s social
dynamics also often grew violent and hostile; fights often broke
out in long lines for food or access to other resources. Beyond
purely physical threats to refugee health, physicians on the
ground in Moria have observed a mental health disaster among
refugees, with psychological stress from fleeing violence only
intensified by the camp’s desolate environment. Psychiatrist
Alessandro Barbierio from Médecins Sans Frontières remarked in
a statement on the camp’s conditions that “in all of my years of
medical practice, I have never witnessed such overwhelming
numbers of people suffering from serious mental health
conditions, as I am witnessing now amongst refugees on the
island of Lesbos.” [4]

The spread of communicable diseases was not a new concern for
health officials observing Moria. Combined with poor sanitation,
past poor prevention against endemic diseases and differing rates
of vaccination among refugees fostered enduring concerns for the
spread of infectious disease [5]. Additionally, already high rates of
respiratory problems among refugees presented potential
comorbidities [3]. Alongside lockdowns in many other European
nations, Moria had technically been in semi-lockdown since midMarch, with restrictions imposed on who can leave the camp and
new arrivals to be medically screened before entry [6]. Early in the
pandemic, human rights groups called for the decongestion of
Moria, citing overcrowding as a major obstacle to tackling spread
if the virus were to reach the camp [2]. In early September, the
first confirmed positive case of COVID-19 was found in Moria.
Authorities placed the camp in a mandatory 14-day quarantine,
not permitting any new entries into the camp with the exception
of security personnel. This decision drew contention from aid
groups who called the quarantine ineffective in controlling
COVID-19 spread without adequate sanitation and social
distancing among refugees. With over 200 refugees “whose age
and underlying health conditions put them at even greater risk if
they contract COVID-19”, the spread of COVID-19 would have
been devastating [7].

"For migrants seeking asylum across the
globe, many of whom flee to camps where
destitution runs rampant, scarcity is a
lived reality rather than an isolated
period."
Days after this first case was announced, 35 additional migrants
tested positive for COVID-19. While these asylum seekers were
segregated from the rest of the camp, tensions began to rise over
the tightening lockdown. Soon after the announcement of this
lockdown, on the night of September 8, large fires broke out that
spread rapidly throughout the camp, completely destroying its
infrastructure and leaving upwards of 12,000 refugees homeless.
The whereabouts of the 35 positive refugees were unclear after the
fire, and their migration onto the neighboring streets to Moria in
the days following the fire was disastrous for containing the virus
[1].
In response to these fires, with thousands of refugees boxed in by
police checkpoints on a stretch of road neighboring what was
once Moria, Greek officials began planning a new temporary camp
on a former military base on the island. Upon arrival to the new
camp, over 240 asylum seekers tested positive for COVID-19 of the
7,000 tests conducted by late September, and many of the
remaining displaced refugees were reluctant to return to a new
camp in fear of similar conditions [8].
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Weeks into the camp’s operation, these fears grew, as refugees
were faced with continued limited access to healthcare and a lack
of running water or sewage systems, among similar issues to the
camp’s predecessor [9]. Effectively, refugees of the island of
Lesbos face a comparable predicament that they faced with Moria,
living in continued poor conditions where the spread of COVID-19
would have similarly devastating effects.
Today, Moria no longer exists, but it is crucial to remember that
the conditions that birthed it still fester deep in contemporary
global health systems. Health inequity still manifests, in the most
destructive sense, for the millions of refugees in and beyond
Lesbos. For refugees, the effects of COVID-19 have gone far
beyond viral infection; rather, the COVID-19 pandemic has
exposed severe institutional flaws in refugee health care, creating
the perfect storm for tensions to break. Moria may be gone, but its
asylum seekers, migrants, and refugees still live on having to bear
the brunt of a flawed refugee health system. Though the fire that
destroyed Moria has long been physically extinguished, a more
dire blaze still has yet to be addressed.
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Mask-Wearing and Facial Expressions: The Impact of
COVID-19 Face Coverings on our Emotional Health
by Christine Xiang, Human Biology, Health, and Society '24
The COVID-19 pandemic has had devastating public health
impacts across the world. Among those impacts, the masks we
wear to ensure our safety have significantly affected our
nonverbal communication. The effectiveness of facial coverings in
preventing COVID-19 is beyond question, but the psychological
impacts of face masks should not be overlooked.
Facial expressions are universal across different cultures and
ages, and they allow us to display an emotion more quickly and
naturally than verbal communication. According to Paul Ekman’s
famed 1968 study on facial expressions, the six basic human facial
expressions are happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, surprise, and
fear [1]. Researchers have further demonstrated that the eyes are
the most important when interpreting facial expressions. For
example, a genuine smile also referred to as the Duchenne smile,
can be distinguished by the corners of the eyes crinkling. If the
eye corners do not move, the smile is most likely not genuine [2].
The now-universal face mask covers the bottom half of our face,
hindering the interpretation of facial expressions and emotions.
People depend on facial features to communicate their emotions
effectively. Thus, covering the bottom half of our face can have an
adverse impact on communication and emotional well-being.
A study highlighting the importance of the eyes and mouth in
displaying emotions used pictures of the six basic facial
expressions, covered in 48 square gray tiles. Participants were
asked to identify facial expressions as the faces uncovered tile-bytile. A score of importance was assigned to each revealed tile
based on its contribution to revealing the correct answers. The
results demonstrated that participants mostly relied on the mouth
to identify disgust and happiness, while they relied on the eyes to
identify anger, fear, and sadness [3]. Applying such a study to the
current situation, we can speculate that happiness and disgust are
less likely to be recognized and more likely to be misinterpreted.
Perception of fear, sadness, and anger would be less likely to be
affected by the facial masks. Squinting of the eyes when the mouth
is covered may be misinterpreted as skepticism instead of a
Duchenne smile [4]. Emotions that change the shape of the mouth
have a higher chance of being negatively interpreted, and a smile
may seem less genuine when the teeth and lips are occluded.
Masks also have a secondary effect on the mask-wearer: lack of
incentive to make genuine facial expressions. According to the
facial feedback hypothesis, the contraction of facial muscles
influences the release of neurotransmitters in the brain, thereby
affecting our emotional state [5]. In recent months, all of us have
surely smiled by only moving our eyes with the bottom half of our
face under the mask. Such a false facial expression may be
detrimental to the perception of our own emotions, and we may
not feel the release of “happiness” neurotransmitters in the brain
if we do not use the entire face in forming an expression.

In summary, mask-wearing is an essential practice that protects
us from contracting COVID-19, but it also has lesser-known
psychological impacts that could have more serious consequences
if continued for long periods of time. Masks may increase our
awareness of negative emotions like sadness while decreasing the
perception of positive emotions like happiness. In addition, a
common tendency to only smile with the eyes while wearing a
mask can affect emotional well-being according to the facial
feedback hypothesis.
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The Panic! A Pandemic AND Epidemic?
by Riya Patel, Policy Analysis and Management ‘24
For most of us, hearing any word ending in “demic” will instantly
remind us of 2020 and the coronavirus pandemic. And yet, even as
COVID-19 continues to make medical history, another public
health crisis continues: the opioid epidemic. The opioid epidemic
has lurked in the societal foreground of medicine long before
COVID-19, and it continues on during this pandemic. As with
every event in history, society must progress and learn from the
current confluence of public health crises.

on an initiative issued by the FDA in July of 2020 to increase
access to naloxone [3]. The changes entailed in this initiative will
go into effect in 2021, mandating that manufacturers of opioid
medications and treatments for opioid use disorders include
naloxone recommendations in package inserts [3]. Despite this
positive FDA initiative, further legislative initiatives at the
congressional and federal agency level are key to addressing the
opioid epidemic that has only grown in severity this past year
alone.

What history is being made right now? The American Medical
Association reports that over 40 states in the U.S. have witnessed
an increase in opioid mortalities since the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic in March of 2020 [1]. This arresting spike is enough to
raise concern and garner attention around addressing the acute
medical problem. Given the current medical crisis still ravaging
the nation, some conjecture concerning a connection between
COVID-19 and the rise in opioid deaths has been made. A 2020
Annals of Internal Medicine publication found that for individuals
undergoing treatment for an opioid use disorder, one of the most
significant issues is care disruption [2].
COVID-19 and the new mandatory public health measures have
fundamentally rerouted the course of opioid abuse treatment.
Megan Moncur, the FDA’s Associate Director of Opioid Policy,
stated that shelter in place orders can result in isolating
conditions [3]. Detaching individuals with an opioid use disorder
from the necessary support structures presents a novel barrier to
effective care, which can lead to fatal consequences [3]. If someone
overdoses while in isolated conditions, it is highly likely that no
one will be around to revive the individual [3]. Therefore, this
barrier that is reducing access to emergency treatment for opioid
complications and misuse is strongly wedded to the spread and
subsequent containment of COVID-19.
What is the current progress? It is abundantly clear that the
medical establishment cannot ignore the opioid epidemic while
treatment for COVID-19 is still in its developmental roots.
Fortunately, there are solutions to actively aid individuals with
opioid use disorders. Beth Connolly, the project director for the
Substance Use Prevention and Treatment Initiative, is a proponent
of the important role of telehealth in supporting those struggling
with opioid abuse. Telehealth augments access to treatment while
limiting travel and entry to medical facilities, an aspect of
treatment that is of substantial concern in this era of the highly
transmissible COVID-19 [4]. Connolly also highlights how
telehealth bridges health disparities in rural areas by serving
those vulnerable communities [4]. Connolly contends that rural
areas, with fewer physicians prescribing treatments for the
disorder, are substantially benefitting from telehealth services [4].
It is equally as important to address the opioid epidemic beyond
the constriction of care caused by COVID-19. Moncur sheds light

What lessons are important to learn? Pandemics are not once-ina-century occurrences. While the country and healthcare systems
learn how to prepare and address future pandemics, it is critical
to understand how opioid use and its epidemic intertwines with
the general health of the U.S. population. A 2017 International
Journal of Drug Policy publication corroborates this by concluding
that drug use rises during economic recessions due to increased
psychological distress from the loss of jobs [5]. History has shown
us that the economy often suffers during a pandemic. It is
fundamental that policymakers and the public are aware of this
interaction. Disregarding the health of vulnerable populations due
to the “current” and novel pandemic only serves to worsen the
blows that follow.
Ultimately, there is a tradeoff between addressing the COVID-19
pandemic and the opioid epidemic. While trying to protect
individuals from contracting COVID-19, it can be easy to fall into
the focal trap we are currently projected toward: implementing
public health measures to address one problem that
simultaneously propagates severe consequences for another. In
particular, social distancing and isolation for COVID-19 have
significantly impacted the administering of effective treatment for
individuals who suffer from opioid use disorders. However, a
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LABORATORY

Immunotherapies:
Underexplored yet Profound
by Rushil Shah, Human Biology, Health, and Soceity '22
The winners of the 2018 Nobel prize in Physiology and Medicine
were scientists James Allison and Tasuku Honjo for their
harnessing of the braking system of the immune system to
revitalize treatment of advanced cancer [1]. This treatment course,
coined “immune checkpoint therapy,” hones in on regulatory
proteins that are often over-expressed during later stage
advanced cancers. These regulatory proteins, whose abundance
increases with decreased threat level, reduce the efficacy of the
immune system, allowing them to tolerate non-invasive threats
and other cells from our body [1]. However, the mechanism can be
co-opted to enable cancer cell expansion and progression,
wreaking havoc on patients [1]. Allison and Honjo discovered that
these regulatory proteins, PD-1 and CTLA-4, commonly expressed
on primarily T B immune cells, can be blocked for a short period
of time, reinvigorating the immune response [1]. This discovery
has the potential to transform the treatment course for advancedstage cancers [1].
Although this discovery in the 1990s was revolutionary,
understanding the scope of this finding is an ongoing process for
today’s scientists and physicians alike. Physicians and scientists
have much to learn about the exact mechanisms involved with this
therapy at a cellular level, as well as what combinations of
immune checkpoint therapy are compatible with existing
treatment models. This may lead to effective courses of treatment
for late-stage advanced cancers [2]. Patients are now benefiting
from advancements in immune checkpoint therapy in some latestage cancers, however, in other more complicated cancers more
research integrating immune checkpoint therapy is necessary.

therapy. In 2019, data from a clinical trial of a combinatorial
approach was approved by the FDA as a first response to
metastatic pancreatic cancer, the approach harnessed immune
checkpoint therapy in conjunction with CD40 immunotherapy,
another method of enhancing the immune response, and
chemotherapy as a first response to metastatic pancreatic cancer
[2]. Metastatic pancreatic cancer is especially difficult to treat;
however, the clinical trials showed this three-pronged
combinatorial approach to be very effective[4]. Immune
checkpoint therapy has even been explored in improving the
potential for cancer vaccines. Previously, cancer vaccines excelled
at identifying an initial threat when injected, but lacked efficacy in
identifying the characteristics of cancer, as each individual has
different cells being expressed in tumors [2]. Immune checkpoint
therapy helps in enabling the immune response as cancers
progress following vaccination.

"Physicians and scientists have much to
learn about the exact mechanisms
involved with this therapy at a cellular
level, as well as what combinations of
immune checkpoint therapy are
compatible with existing treatment
models."

In recent years, immune checkpoint therapy has been approved
by the Food and Drug Administration for a myriad of cancers such
as melanoma, lung cancer, breast cancer and pancreatic cancer
[2]. However, researchers developing these treatment courses
have discovered that immune checkpoint therapy as a standalone
treatment is effective in some subsets of cancer but not others like
metastatic pancreatic cancer. For example, drugs like Nivolumab
and Pembrolizumab have been approved as inhibitors of PD-1, a
regulatory protein on T cells, in order to boost the immune
system's response to Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) [3].
Temporarily blocking this protein enables immune cells to
continue their attack against lung cancer tumors. More
specifically, the use of immunotherapy in this instance is effective
as a standalone treatment, physicians are encouraged to prescribe
drugs like Nivolumab and Pembrolizumab in those with some
types of advanced Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer when a tumor
continues to grow following other drug treatments or
chemotherapy.
Outside of solely using immune checkpoint therapy, translational
researchers have recently shifted to improving the efficacy of
other treatment courses with supplemental immune checkpoint
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In the process of translating these laboratory discoveries to
improving clinical outcomes, researchers have encountered
several limitations of immune checkpoint therapies. Immune
checkpoint therapies are especially novel as they can jump-start
an immune system by targeting T cells; however, other signals
within the environment of a tumor reduce the effectiveness of a
treatment, prompting researchers to look into other cell types in
combination with immune checkpoint therapy [2]. One cell type
that has recently become a target for translational researchers are
myeloid cells, which are core contributors of activation signals to
immune cells when they are near tumors [5]. Advancements in
targeting myeloid cells could help contribute to immune
responses in a similar fashion to the PD-1 blockade, enabling a
longer, stronger response from immune cells. Researchers at the
Perelman School of Medicine recently discovered that targeting
these myeloid cells showed similar results in slowing the
progression of tumors. Similar to the timeline of immune
checkpoint therapy, advancements regarding myeloid cells will
take a long time before these findings will be relevant in
treatment courses for patients.
Immune therapies developed over the past twenty years have
radically progressed, patients with complex disorders can have
hope despite the grim diagnosis. Overall, immune checkpoint
therapies are rapidly advancing and revitalizing the courses of
treatment for patients with advanced cases of cancer. However,
continued research on the scope and mechanisms of these novel
findings are pivotal in developing the next generation of cancer
treatments.
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The Emotional Expression of
Mouse Ultrasonic Vocalizations
by Carina Garcia, Biological Sciences ‘23
The ability to emotionally experience or understand another
individual's feelings plays a vital role in enhancing individual
perspectives. Understanding these critical emotional states
facilitates a better understanding of neurological and
developmental disabilities in which emotional facilities are
disrupted. The challenge arrives with empirically analyzing these
complex states of emotions, and this type of qualitative data, like
varying fear or joy levels, cannot reliably be observed. Instead,
researchers have devised a method to analyze an individual’s
emotional response. By circumventing the complex and
indescribable nature of raw emotional states, physiological
responses offer us a translation that is now empirical and
universal among subjects. For example, as a response to hearing
an angry person, an individual might experience sympathy,
frustration, pity or sadness—emotions which then may translate
to action. Behavioral responses include facial expressions,
removing oneself from the situation, or offering words of comfort.
Just as speech has the capability to convey emotion, mice also
associate different emotional states with various ultrasonic
vocalizations (USVs) they produce. This article will focus on mouse
vocalizations as an expression of emotion and how mice respond
to such vocalizations. Vocalizations are characterized by prosody,
which are notable cues in sound that convey emotions. Prosody
measures how speech is communicated through its volume, the
duration of speech and pauses, and its pitch. Affective prosody, or
emotional prosody, concentrates on the speech’s responsiveness
to emotion. For example, a low vocal frequency level, otherwise
known as monotone frequency, signals a tired or exhausted
expression. Therefore, mouse models of vocalization allow
researchers to further study and understand different speech
patterns.
Over the past forty years, mouse vocalizations have been observed
in the social environments of male-to-female interaction and pup
separation and have recently expanded to analysis with same-sex
interactions. Analysis of mouse responsiveness to different USVs
could indicate variations in volume and pitch, important for
understanding the mechanisms that underlie speech and
development.
USVs are studied with spectrographic technology, which
highlights distinct pitch changes in relation to time. Researchers
first gather recordings of vocal calls and then measure pitch
variations. Generally, certain pitch patterns align with temporal
data. In order to promote correlative accuracy, during different
interactions with the same or opposite sex and mating
encounters, the corresponding pitches are recorded
simultaneously at the time of these interactions. Different pitches
are observed in accordance with the various emotional states of
mice at these different points of observable interaction, as shown
in the following figure (see top right) [1].

The graphs above provide examples of differently motivated
behaviors, measured in responses delivered in particular pitch
patterns [1]. Such observations of behavioral responses serve to
expand our current understanding of emotional experiences,
especially in humans who are similarly affected by deficits in this
form of expression. For example, high-functioning autistic
individuals struggle to maintain a steady volume and vocal pitch.
In addition, some autistic children have communication deficits
and have difficulty empathizing with others’ feelings. Hence, these
speech impediments consequently affect one’s affective prosody.
Like autism, schizophrenia and depression also include deficits in
emotional prosody. Evidently, mouse USV studies provide
researchers with a better understanding of certain mechanisms
that lend to these emotional impediments and disabilities.
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A Newly Discovered Organ:
The Tubarial Glands
by Athira Lalu, Biology and Society '23
It is not a daily occurrence that a new organ is discovered, but
that is exactly what a remarkable team of researchers at the
Netherlands Cancer Institute did while studying patients with
prostate cancer. The discovered organ, referred to as the tubarial
glands, are a pair of salivary glands located between the nasal
cavity and throat, directly above the torus tubarius. It is associated
with a much larger human salivary gland system, consisting of
major and minor glands. These salivary glands function in
mastication, digestion, swallowing, tasting, and lubrication.
Scientists assume these newly discovered glands function in the
moistening and lubrication of the nasopharynx and oropharynx.
Because of the similarity to the major sublingual glands in terms
of drainage and volume, the tubarial glands are assumed to be
another major gland. However, it is important to note that there is
much disagreement with this categorization as these organs also
appear to manifest similarities to minor glands. Another school of
thought also exists among scientists as to whether the tubarial
glands should be considered an entirely new organ or as part of
the existing major and minor salivary gland system. Despite these
nuances, one should not overlook the relevance and appreciation
of this finding.
The tubarial gland was incidentally discovered using a novel
developed scan technique, known as PSMA PET/CT, which uses
radioactive glucose injections to increase glucose absorption by
tumors in the body. Following the discovery by Dutch scientists
of these enigmatic bilateral macroscopic glands, further study was
carried out to elucidate the characteristics of the tubarial glands.
Researchers at the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG)
used the PSMA PET/CT scan to detect the tubarial glands in one
hundred patients with prostate or urethral gland cancer.
Moreover, the clinical implications of radiotherapy on swallowing
and salivation were prospectively studied from head-neck cancer
patients. The radiologists identified a gland measuring four cm
long among all the 100 patients who had undergone the PSMA
scans. Scientists have also found a potential positive correlation
between the dose of radiotherapy in the gland region and the side
effects after treatment [1].
Scientists hypothesize that the odd location between the nasal
cavity and throat made it impossible to observe the secret organ
endoscopically, which also explains why the tubarial glands were
overlooked until recently. Radiation oncologist, Wouter Vogel,
stated, “[w]ith the other salivary glands, you can just feel them by
either with your hand or see them during surgery. The location
we’re describing now, you can only see it with a nasal endoscopy”
[5]. The PSMA PET/CT scan has demonstrated very high precision
through its ability to detect the hidden organs, which were located
beneath the base of the skull. Previous scanning techniques,
including ultrasounds, CTs, and MRIs have not been able to detect
this distinct structure. To search for prostate-specific membrane
antigens (PSMA), a protein present on prostate cancer cells, the

PSMA PET/CT scan uses a radioactive dye to illuminate regions in
the body [4]. Salivary glands are also rich with the PSMA protein,
which explains how this organ could be identified by the PSMA
PET/CT scan.
Although the exact physiology of the tubarial glands requires
more investigation, scientists are hoping to discover its potential
role in radiotherapy. Radiation poses many adverse risks to the
salivary glands' integrity and structure, even leading to
complications such as xerostomia (dry mouth), dysphagia
(discomfort while swallowing), and difficulty speaking. Clinical
trials investigating the impact of the RT dosage on tubarial glands
have concluded that this newly identified organ could be the
cause of radiotherapy complications. If this is indeed the
mechanism of the complications, clinicians must focus on
precisely avoiding delivery of radiation to the gland. This, in
effect, would mitigate the side effects of xerostomia and
dysphagia, ultimately improving patients’ quality of life [2].
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The Gut-Brain Axis:
A Vindication for Your Gut Feeling
by Jerome Dovan, Human Biology, Health, and Society '23
What does it mean to go with your gut feeling? When we come across
ambiguity in our everyday life or face dilemmas, a common
fallback is this old saying. At its core, this idiom promotes the
messaging to follow one’s intuition over rationality: to trust one’s
feelings while undermining logic. What is your gut telling you? This
line of messaging alludes to the values characteristic of
romanticism, a movement of thought which could not be any
further from the principles of science. Yet ironically it is through
science, and its applications, that we are now able to acknowledge
that these sayings may hold much more truth than we once
thought. The gut’s ability to influence human psychology stems
from an aggregate of systematic interactions known as the gutbrain axis. What this implicates is that our feelings, thoughts, and
emotions can develop from, out of all places, our guts.
The gut-brain axis (GBA) is a highly extensive and complex
network, encompassing pathways within the central, autonomic,
and enteric nervous system [1]. The GBA is a network of continual
communication, characterized by anatomical, endocrine,
metabolic, and immune messaging. Powered by the collection of
systematic interactions within these core biological systems, the
GBA’s influence can span from cognition to mood. A relatively
new field of study within the context of human biology, the gutbrain axis was first hypothesized after observations of a
correlation between neurological disorders and specific microbe
alterations in the gut [1]. However, a testament to the endurance
of the scientific community, the last decade alone has produced a
deluge of new evidence. With these findings, the GBA’s has been
shown to maintain a special bidirectional quality with the gut
being able to influence the brain and vice versa.
A discussion of the GBA’s complexity can be simplified by
zooming out to its two focal points: the brain and the gut. The
brain as a system is well elucidated in any discussion of human
physiology, but the same cannot be said for the human gut and its
constituents. The gut is a unique depot that serves as a home to
over 1014 microorganisms, more than ten times the number of
somatic cells in the rest of the body. The aggregate of all these
microorganisms is commonly referred to as the gut microbiota.
Accumulating all of the genes found within the gut microbiota
together would be over 100 times the number of genes in the
human genome [4]. Its existence is remarkable in itself but recent
scientific research such as the Human Microbiome Project has
begun to illuminate many of the crucial roles the gut microbiota
has in the context of human physiology. These roles include
defense against pathogens, promotion of digestion and nutrient
absorption, maturation of the immune system, and of course
communication within the GBA [5]. However, research on the gut
microbiota remains a novel field of study, and there remains
much to uncover about its development, diversity, and
evolutionary history.

The idea of a communication system between the brain and gut
microbiota was first hypothesized in the 1980s as research led to
compelling observations. One research study exploring treatment
for hepatic encephalopathy, a decline of brain function observed
in patients with damaged livers, found antibiotics to be effective
in treating the disorder’s symptoms [2]. This approach to hepatic
encephalopathy treatment continues today and evidence from as
recent as 2010 continues to identify antibiotics as an effective
treatment [3]. Research has progressed beyond antibiotics,
however, as scientists continue to explore the GBA using methods
including animal models, probiotics, prebiotics, and more.

One of the most common applications of animal models to GBA
research is the use of germ-free animals, or, in other words,
animals living without any microorganisms in or on them. This
research method has allowed scientists to directly observe the
effects of specific microorganism taxa on living hosts. One of the
earliest applications of germ-free animal models to the GBA
research came in 2004 in a landmark study by Nobuyuki Sudo, a
researcher at Kyushu University in Fukuoka, Japan [7]. Sudo found
that exposure to microbes during early development was crucial
to an organism’s ability to manage stress responses later on.
When experimental mice were raised in a germ-free
environment, they were observed to have exaggerated stress
responses.
Since 2004, additional work on germ-free animal models has
uncovered other neural modulations that consistently take place
in the absence of microbiota, including memory dysfunction,
reduction of anxiety-like behavior, and abnormal mood regulation
[6, 8]. Despite the reproducibility of these revolutionary findings,
some members of the scientific community remain skeptical,
which is completely reasonable. Their counterargument is clear:
there is no reason to believe that some relationship observed in
mice (or any other animal model) will necessarily be the same in
humans. Nevertheless, efforts within the field of GBA research
continue to push to devise methods to translate germ-free animal
models research into clinical studies.
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One current clinical approach to researching the GBA is through
the use of probiotics, which are live microorganisms often cited as
being beneficial for digestive systems. Probiotics, found in foods
like Greek yogurt, Kombucha, and fermented snacks, have been
the source of many food trends today as more people seek out
healthy alternatives. Fueled by this growing public attention,
many microbiologists have shifted their research focus to
probiotics within the scope of clinical research and animal
studies. This shift has been effective so far, as findings have
outlined a spectrum of health benefits associated with probiotic
interventions while further establishing the GBA as a key system
in the context of human biology. To date, probiotic consumption
has been shown to effectively reduce anxiety [11], decrease serum
cortisol levels (associated with stress responses) [10], and alter
brain region-specific activity [9]. These findings so far are
promising and encourage further work in the future to establish a
holistic understanding of gut microbiota and the gut at large, in
the context of GBA.
As science continues to explore the mechanisms and connections
underlying the GBA, there is not only an expansion of insight into
human physiology but a new scaffolding for the development of
novel therapies to treat chronic illnesses. Using a GBA lens,
studies have begun to reexamine health conditions stemming
from abnormalities in the central nervous system such as pain,
autism spectrum disorders, and multiple sclerosis (MS). To date,
variations of probiotics or antibiotics interventions have been
applied to animal models with varying, yet hopeful, levels of
success in decreasing hypersensitivity, stress-induced pain, and
regressive-onset autism symptoms [6]. Other studies have
demonstrated the consequential role of gut microbiota in
pathophysiologies such as MS [6]. Despite a genetic predisposition
to develop an experimental form of MS, mice that were raised
germ-free showed no signs of MS as long as they remained germfree. These inroads have sparked a new field of science and
inspired follow-up investigations into the role of gut microbiota in
human immunomodulatory mechanisms.
Any discussion of the GBA is unique in its dependence on the
various biological perspectives—microbiological, biochemical,
neurological, and more. Understanding of the GBA as an entire
system continues to remain a mystery. Regardless, it is critical to
highlight what we do know about the GBA because every
discovery, innovation, or answer put forth from here on out
carries so much weight, as the world seeks progression in
medicine and healthcare. For now, at least, it doesn’t seem the
least bit unreasonable to go with your gut feeling.
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Back Pain:
The Need to Move Beyond Biomedicine
by Christine Landwehr, Biology and Society ‘22
Chronic pain is defined as pain that persists beyond normal
healing time, usually lasting more than three months. The most
common form of chronic pain is back pain. For many people who
suffer from back pain, including myself, no specific structural
cause for the pain can be identified. This is problematic in our
world, where standardized biomedical diagnoses seem to be the
only way to legitimize a condition. The complexities within
individual experiences of pain present problems for patients and
healthcare providers. Traditional biomedicine is limited to what it
can describe about a condition.
My experience with back pain started in the summer of 2017 after
a rowing injury. After practice, I felt pain in my lower back and
down my left leg, to the point that I had difficulty walking. Luckily,
I was able to see someone at my physical therapy office that same
day. The chiropractor readjusted my back and I was pain-free in a
few days. However, that would not be the end of my back
problems. Just a couple of weeks into classes, I re-injured my back
in the same way, but far worse than before. I went from being a
perfectly healthy athlete to someone who could barely function.
This was amplified by the fact that I did not have a regular doctor
in the area. Most of my days consisted of getting injections of
anti-inflammatory drugs that would only provide four hours of
temporary relief. At Cornell Health, I was also prescribed muscle
relaxers and painkillers. I ended up having to take a medical leave
of absence for the whole year because I could not function with
the pain. My pain left me functionally immobile - I could not walk
to class or sit through lectures. Over the next few months, I saw
different doctors, trying to understand the root cause of my pain.
Every week, I visited a chiropractor several times because I kept
dislocating my ribs, and saw a physical therapist as well to restrengthen my core. It took me nearly six months to be able to
function somewhat normally again, but I still do not have the
same mobility as I had before my injury.

excruciating pain of performing everyday activities. My
experience with the orthopedic surgeon made me realize how
complex the experience of pain is, and that it is not fully explained
by the world of biomedicine.
From a purely biomedical perspective, there is a problem in the
care and diagnosis of back pain. More than 90 percent of patients
who report having low-back pain to their healthcare provider are
not given a structural cause for their symptoms. Often, ubiquitous
diagnoses like “non-specific low-back pain” are used, which do
not provide any value to the patient’s understanding of their
condition. According to medical anthropologist Byron Good, there
is “enormous power of the idea within medicine that disease is
fundamentally, even exclusively, biological. Not that experiential
or behavioral matters are ignored, certainly not by good
clinicians, but these are matters separate from the real object of
medical practice” [2]. From a clinical perspective, the biological
component of injury is put at the forefront of diagnosis. When no
physical cause for the pain can be located, vague diagnoses are
used to fit the biomedical model. However, pain is complex and
involves more than just biological components. Therefore, clinical
diagnoses often fail to understand how the patient experiences
pain. In my experience, as soon as my doctor saw that there was
nothing wrong with me that he could fix, he decided that I was
fine and could not possibly be in as much pain as I was.
Unfortunately, scans do not show the individual experience of the
patient. There is so much more to illness and injury than what
objective tests can show, but many times biomedicine ignores
that.

One of the most salient memories I have was when I went to my
follow-up appointment after an MRI. I remember being in so
much pain that I could barely sit on the table in the doctor’s office.
I had to lock my elbows and hold myself up by my arms because
my back was too weak to hold the weight of my own body. My
orthopedic surgeon came into the room to discuss the results of
my MRI, but he could not find anything wrong with my back.
According to my scans, I was a perfectly healthy 19-year-old girl.
But there I was, sitting on the table in his office in terrible pain. At
that moment, I did not know how to feel or what to do. After he
went over the scans, he told me that I should go to the gym and
work out to get better. I felt completely unseen - as if my doctor
did not see me as an individual experiencing pain, only as a
medical object that he could not fix. How could I workout when I
could barely walk? Car rides were excruciating, and I spent the
majority of the day in bed because my back could not handle the
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Furthermore, pain is a private and internalized experience that is
sometimes difficult to communicate. This leads to problems with
diagnosing and treating conditions. Words seem to fall short of
fully describing the impact and feelings associated with pain. The
experience of pain is not purely a biomedical issue. Bie Nio Ong, a
professor of health services research argues, “within the routine
of general practice it is accepted that following clinical guidelines
aids diagnosis and treatment, but… understanding pain is
complex, and not easily captured by a set pattern of questions…
subjective pain experiences are difficult to substantiate
objectively, but this is precisely what the clinical examination
attempts to achieve” [3]. The biological cause of pain that can be
diagnosed does not capture the whole story of the patient
experience. Pain has a tremendous impact on the life of those who
suffer from it, but it is impossible for a physician to objectively
measure the pain that a patient feels just by asking questions. As a
patient, I felt the need to legitimize my pain to communicate with
my doctors that I was suffering. However, it was also difficult to
communicate my pain because it was so complex and difficult to
locate precisely.
Even though pain is a subjective experience that cannot always be
objectively explained, biomedicine attempts to standardize it to fit
the model. This creates difficulties for healthcare professionals
when diagnosing pain conditions. Medical anthropologist Claire
Wendland argues that “…in medical diagnosis and therapy–and
perhaps especially in medical research–the vagaries of real
individuals… are steadily stripped away… the social connections,
community commitments, cultural constraints, and resources
that make a person who she is are irrelevant to the work of
medicine, which treats her as an autonomous–yet universalized–
individual” [4]. For many physicians, the attempt to standardize
the condition of their patient strips them of other qualities and
aspects of the patient’s lived experience that could also be
beneficial for diagnosis. My condition was difficult to objectify
because structurally, my back seemed fine. There was no fracture
or slipped disk that a doctor could see and diagnose. However,
that does not mean that I was okay or not experiencing substantial
pain. My pain was real, but I was never even given a proper
diagnosis because there was no “biomedical issue”. Instead, my
doctor focused on my body as an object, and not as someone who
was suffering.

drug-seeking” [1]. Therefore, many physicians can feel
uncomfortable prescribing opioids to patients. My prescription
was short-lived. Even though I was in a lot of pain, I was not
prescribed a refill when I ran out. In some ways, I am glad, since I
know that many people become addicted to prescription drugs
after injuries. Yet, a part of me was upset that I did not have the
ability to use them when I was in a lot of pain. There is so much
stigma over the use of narcotics, which prevents patients from
getting the relief they need because doctors are cautious to write
prescriptions. Although I was able to get through my pain without
narcotics, I had to use high doses of other over-the-counter
painkillers to gain back some normalcy in my life.
Biomedicine cannot solve all medical problems. My path to
recovery was ultimately outside the realm of biomedicine.
Chiropractic care and physical therapy were the only ways that I
was able to gain back some of the functionality that I had lost with
my injury and relieve me of some of the pain that I constantly felt.
Moving beyond a strictly biomedical perspective, there are
benefits to looking through a multidisciplinary lens when
assessing pain. The human experience of pain cannot be
objectively measured or calculated, and therefore when
traditional biomedicine fails to find a fixable cause of the pain,
other care options should be utilized. While my experience with
pain has largely subsided, it has allowed me to understand the
many difficulties that can arise for chronic pain sufferers when
navigating the healthcare system.
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Additionally, many doctors focus on the reduction of pain rather
than the resolution of its causes. The treatment of chronic pain
conditions has been politicized over the debate to prescribe opioid
painkillers. One of my doctors initially prescribed narcotic
painkillers when I was experiencing severe back pain, which
worked really well for me while I was trying to find some relief.
Although I still was not able to function normally every day, I was
not in constant pain. That being said, there is a lot of controversy
over whether doctors should even prescribe prescription
painkillers in the first place. Eli Clare, a disabled health activist
states that “Health endorses both effective pain management for
folks who live with chronic pain and the policed refusal to
prescribe narcotic-based pain relief to people perceived as
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An Introduction to
Factitious Disorder Imposed on Another
by Jenny Long, Human Biology, Health, and Society '22
For most of us, it is impossible to imagine imposing physical harm
or convincing a loved one that they have an illness. However,
these situations do exist and they are a product of Factitious
Disorder Imposed on Another (FDIA). FDIA is a mental disorder in
which “a person acts as if an individual he or she is caring for has
a physical or mental illness when the person is not really sick.”
The disorder is an extreme mental disorder and often involves a
parent harming a child. [1] Though it is extremely rare, FDIA
provides some of the most intriguing case studies of psychiatric
disorders and the opportunity to reconsider and reevaluate the
treatment of mental disorders.

began to question the truth in the diagnosis of Munchausen by
proxy. [3]

FDIA, previously known as Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy, was
an official term coined by pediatrician Professor Roy Meadow in
1977. In his first two cases. Meadow saw two children who were
admitted to the hospital with illnesses that seemed to be imposed
by their parents. The parents, upon admittance of their child,
were given attention and comfort. In his case study, meadow
writes, “In these cases, it was as if the parents were using the
children to get themselves into the sheltered environment of a
children's ward surrounded by friendly staff.” [2]

FDIA has captivated psychiatrists and lay audiences around the
world. As 6 to 10 percent of FDIA cases are lethal to those who are
victims (most of whom are children), there are several murder
cases that have become famous due to FDIA, such as 2005’s Sally
Clark V R mentioned above. In 2015, the United States popularized
the story of Gypsy Rose Blanchard and her mother Dee Dee, who
suffered from FDIA. Throughout her life, Dee Dee had convinced
her daughter that she was suffering from several diseases,
including leukemia. When she was 14, Gypsy Rose convinced her
boyfriend to murder Dee Dee. The story was made famous by the
media flurry, the trials of Gypsy Rose, and Hulu’s limited series
The Act [5].

In the cases collected since 1977, the disorder has shown many
ways in which it has exhibited itself. The illnesses are faked by
way of exaggerating existing symptoms, the faking of histories,
faking symptoms, self-harm, and tampering with medical
instruments. Those who are diagnosed with FDIA are people who
cannot be diagnosed with any other mental disorder in its place.
Because of its rarity, there is very little known about FDIA and its
treatment. However, risk factors for developing the disorder
include illness during childhood, trauma, depression, personality
disorders, work in the healthcare field. This rare disorder shows
that focusing on access to community mental health centers,
family support, and access to healthcare is important and
connected to mental illness. [1]
Because of the attention, FDIA situations draw from the
psychology community and the general public from its presence
in legal cases as well as media, the diagnosis of FDIA has been
questioned — for its truth and the language of the term. Professor
Roy Meadow brought about some of the doubts surrounding the
disorder when he was asked to testify in a 2005 murder case in
which the mother accused of killing her two daughters as a result
of FDIA (know as Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy). In the case
“Sally Clark V R,” Meadow testified that the chances of two
children from the same family dying from sudden infant
syndrome were 73 million to one in order to diagnose Sally Clark
with Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy. Upon discovery that these
statistics were incorrect, the mother in the trial was acquitted,
Meadow was accused of committing serious professional
misconduct and “abusing his position as a doctor,” and people

As of the Diagnostic Statistical Manual 5 (DSM-5), published, in
2013, FDIA is the official diagnosis for those who were previously
diagnosed with Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy. The diagnosis
was changed as Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy described the
underlying psychiatric disorder while FDIA more accurately
describes behavior associated with the disorder. This may be
helpful for families and doctors in recognizing symptoms of FDIA
[2].

All cases of FDIA are difficult to handle and involve child
protection as well as interventions for the carer [1]. The change in
terms of diagnosis and the mystery behind the causes only
inferred that more access to community health and mental health
centers is needed.
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Lupus and COVID: The Two Diseases May Have
More in Common Than You Think
by Ilana Schachter, Nutritional Sciences '22
Body aches, flu-like symptoms, fever, pain all over. These are the
symptoms that you may have been anxiously hearing about for
months to describe COVID-19. They are also, however, commonly
seen in patients with Lupus, an autoimmune disease that mainly
affects women and at least 5,000,000 people have been diagnosed
with the disease, globally [1]. Inside of a patient with Lupus, white
blood cells begin to attack healthy tissues in the body, treating
them as a threat. Because the body initiates an attack on itself,
some other effects can include fatigue, joint pain, skin rashes, and
in some extreme cases, kidney problems. This disease exacerbates
when a person is experiencing a flare, which can be caused by
exposure to sunlight among other factors. I have had Lupus since
I was nine years old. One of the primary problems with it is that it
is unpredictable, therefore I never know in advance when I am
going to have a flare.
I decided to delve more deeply into the comparison of COVID and
Lupus. I found that extreme cases of COVID-19 have been found
to induce a similar immune response as Lupus, causing an
exaggerated activation of B cells, which produce antibodies to
fight infection [2]. COVID-19 also causes high inflammation, which
may disrupt structures in lymph nodes where antibodyproducing cells are trained to fight pathogens [3]. Having similar
symptoms to people with COVID allows me to possess compassion
and understanding with those with the disease and the severity of
it. I do, however, perhaps selfishly, know that many patients my
age will recover from the disease with little lasting effects. I know
that Lupus is a condition that has no cure; therefore I have had to
adapt in many ways and take breaks when I need to. I am hoping,
however, that in my lifetime, there will be further development of
a cure for both Lupus and COVID-19.

I have and am still learning and gaining knowledge from having
Lupus. I think one of the benefits I have gained is that I have
learned to never take for granted the times that I am feeling
motivated and energetic. Knowing that I will not always be feeling
amazing, when I am, I really try to make my experiences and
memories count. It has made me more empathetic and
understanding of others in difficult situations. Perhaps COVID has
similarly affected others, encouraging people to be grateful for
what they have.
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Chronic Illness In Academia
by William Biederman, History ‘22
When you hear the words, “chronic illness,” a college-aged
individual would probably not come to mind. Rather, you might
think that it would be someone in the later stage of their life,
where it would not matter as much. Wrong. Based on my personal
experiences, I can tell you that the college academic system is
built for those who are in perfect health, excluding the remainder
who are not in optimal health conditions. Thus, without enough
support or consideration, such outsiders would feel left behind.
For better equity in the U.S. schooling systems for all, academia,
especially colleges, must address the handling of chronic illnesses
and the types of inequitable treatments for people who seek
academic or campus-health support and accommodations.
From the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, chronic
illnesses are defined as “conditions that last for more than one
year, require ongoing medical attention and/or limit activities of
daily living” [1]. Examples of chronic illnesses are not limited to
heart disease, cancer, and diabetes but rather include chronic
pain syndromes, autoimmune disorders, and immunodeficiency.
Despite popular belief, chronic illnesses are quite prevalent
among working professionals in the United States. In the article,
“Chronic Illness and the Academic Career,” Stephanie A. Goodwin
and Susanne Morgan discuss the inequality of treatment among
academic professionals, despite a majority of adults in the United
States suffering from at least one chronic condition [2]. Given this
statistic, one could question that if a number of Americans suffer
from chronic illnesses, then how has it been possible to neglect
the needs of the affected in educational systems? From personal
experience and scholarly works, it seems as though a lack of
sympathy for those with a chronic illness originates from the lifelong duration of the illnesses and their invisible symptoms.
Interestingly enough, although these diseases cause disruptive
symptoms such as persistent pain and difficulty concentrating [2],
Goodwin and Morgan note that “20 percent of individuals with
chronic illnesses report that symptoms are debilitating or limit
life functions significantly” [2]. The unfortunate nature of chronic
diseases is that, despite causing such significant discomfort, many
people seldom understand the significant discomfort and
struggles when the body and mind do not function as you expect
them to. The authors also explain that “academic institutions
generally have good policies for accommodating students with
disabilities, but few models exist for parallel accommodation to
promote the success of faculty members with disabling illnesses”
[2]. What the authors point out raises questions about why
students with disabilities are protected by institutional
organizations and yet faculty, who suffer from similar symptoms
and disabilities, are seemingly overlooked. On the other hand,
students are more vulnerable to dismissal from a university for
their poor academic performance by on-going health issues than
faculty are to the loss of their job. Nevertheless, for disabled
persons to have a fair chance to succeed in our ableist society,
systems and institutions must enact policies that ‘level the playing

field” and provide alternative methods to help them complete
their academic works.
Another important issue for disabled persons in academia is
deciding when to disclose their diagnosis, prognosis, and
potential physical or cognitive limitations. In the chapter
“Disclosure in Academia: A Sensitive Issue,” Nicole Brown and
Jennifer Leigh discuss their research project, which studied the
experiences of an individual with fibromyalgia, a disease
“characterized by chronic, widespread pain, fatigue sleep
disturbance, cognitive dysfunction” [3]. Similar to other chronic
illnesses, “a person with fibromyalgia may get up early in the
morning struggling to move for the pain, but then several hours
later may be well enough to engage in exercise programs” [3]. The
lack of consistency in the symptoms, such as sudden, debilitating
pain coming after feeling well a minute ago, often leads to others
doubting the legitimacy of the affected condition, their own
identity, and chronic illness survivors. Brown and Leigh also
assert that “the lack of a definite process for diagnosis and the
variability of the condition makes it a doubtful and contested
condition within the medical professions, too” [3]. Individuals with
unusual conditions not only deal with debilitating symptoms but
also seek at best piecemeal solutions for their symptoms with
doctors doubting the validity of their stories. For example, when
discussing their conditions with professors, students with chronic
illnesses could run into more problems if they have conditions so
rare for most people to understand. With a degree of uncertainty,
it leaves room for the validity of such cases to be questioned.
Imagine that as a college student, you are undoubtedly put under
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unique stressors that faculty and staff do not deal with, such as
the real fear of falling out and staying away from home and that
are even aggravated with a chronic disease. Diana Lemly et al.
describe the difficulty of managing undergraduate coursework
with an illness that they acquire in their youth in the paper
“College Health Service Capacity to Support Youth With Chronic
Medical Conditions”:
In college, [youth with chronic medical conditions, or “YCMC”],
must manage the full range of health-related tasks associated with
their condition (attending doctors’ appointments, taking
medications, filling prescriptions, handling exacerbations) all
while juggling the demands of college life. Yet they may be
infrequently in touch with their home health care team and
disconnected from the college health service. [4]
The transition from a comfortable home environment to being
alone fending for yourself and coordinating your medical care
often is a big burden to carry for YCMC. Not only that, but college
students with chronic illnesses are frequently forced to decide the
priorities of their schoolwork school or preserving their health -is a choice no-one should have to make. Furthermore, if they are
undergoing more aggressive treatment, those medications can
cause serious, disruptive side effects and can impact their ability
to complete assignments, projects, and exams.
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The lack of institutional accommodations for individuals with
chronic illnesses is especially problematic given the fact that
“approximately 750,000 youth with [chronic medical conditions]
become legal adults each year” [4]. Lemly and colleagues explain
that “going to college can be an important step in...development
and transition to maturity and independence, but they remain at
significant risk for health problems, educational disruptions, and
lower graduation rates” [4]. Those in positions of power must
continue to raise awareness about the struggles that individuals
with chronic illnesses face and to devise solutions to level the
playing field in order to guarantee everyone’s fair shot to succeed
in school and the workplace.
Then, how can we address these problems? Well, it comes down
to two main issues. Foremost, we must correct our attitude
against chronic illness; essentially, we have to normalize that all
people get sick, to varying degrees and lengths of time, and some
people have conditions that are more complex than what appears
to those on the outside. Furthermore, we should not question the
validity of the physical and emotional toll of chronic illness.
Instead, it is our duty to normalize the discussion around chronic
illness and discomfort, so that those suffering from unusual, but
debilitating illnesses are no longer singled out. Lastly, we must
take a stronger stance from a policy point of view, in that, we
must strengthen the protections by the ADA and require
institutions and workplaces to make available accommodations,
such as additional sick days and virtual participation. With these
steps, it is possible to make the world a better place for everyone
where those suffering from a debilitating illness no longer have to
fear if they can “keep up” with the ableist institutions. Everyone
deserves a fair shot.
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De-identification of Mass
Electronic Medical Records: What’s New?
by Eunice Ju, Human Biology, Health and Society ‘24
Everyone expects their medical records to remain completely
confidential, but what happens when they don’t? Recently,
patients at a Finnish psychotherapy clinic were contacted by
blackmailers asking for cash ransoms after a data breach of
personal identification records and notes about what was
discussed in therapy sessions [1]. Threats to personal data,
especially medical data, remain vulnerable as technology
advances, and more software is developed that can bypass
firewalls that are set in place to protect our data. One survey
estimated that seventy-three percent of the health system,
hospital, and physician organizations report their infrastructures
are unprepared to respond to attacks. Furthermore, the survey
found that 1500 healthcare providers are vulnerable to data
breaches of 500 or more records, representing a 300 percent
increase over this year [2]. To understand more about our
healthcare data, it is important to discuss how our data is
currently being de-identified.

data sets to advance healthcare and medical research. During the
H1N1 flu epidemic, many researchers used de-identified patient
data to identify geographic regions characterized by high
numbers of patients that were at high risk for complications from
H1N1. Health officials were able to use this data to distribute
vaccines to areas where they were most needed [3]. More recently,
with the COVID-19 pandemic, data has been increasingly
important regarding the number of cases per country. However,
the COVID-19 pandemic has greatly increased the risk of data
breaches due to the increase in remote services [2]. Another
aspect of patient privacy that has been debated due to COVID-19
is the use of contact tracing, where COVID positive patients are
asked about their previous encounters. This has especially been
utilized in South Korea where COVID numbers have stayed
relatively low but some countries are hesitant to engage in contact
tracing due to the concerns it raises about data security [4].

Medical records are de-identified according to the standards set
by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) which outlines 18 direct identifiers or information that
can be used to trace back to one specific individual. According to
HIPAA, there are multiple acceptable ways to de-identify patient
data. One is the “safe harbor” option, in which all 18 identifiers are
removed. Another is the “statistical” option, in which a statistician
determines which of the 18 identifiers can be maintained without
creating greater than a “very small” risk that the data could be reidentified. A final option is the “limited data set” technique, in
which the organization removes 16 identifiers and protects what
remains with special security precautions [3].

"Cybersecurity roles in health systems
take 70% longer to fill than other IT
jobs."
There are challenges arising from de-identifying patient data. One
major challenge is that data attackers are outpacing their medical
enterprises, placing medical providers at a disadvantage in
responding to vulnerabilities. Often, medical organizations spend
their money allocated for cybersecurity when responding to
attacks rather than preventing them. Furthermore, there is a
current shortage of hiring people to protect medical data.
Cybersecurity roles in health systems take 70 percent longer to fill
than other IT jobs [2]. The role of cybersecurity in medical data
remains a fairly new field and healthcare practitioners receive
little to no training on sensitive data systems.
Despite these challenges, there are significant benefits of largescale de-identification. Deidentified data can be shared with
scientists to compile knowledge and insights within deidentified

Mayo Clinic just finished a massive de-identification of data,
which has been considered a milestone for clinical research. Their
Clinical Data Analytics Platform has successfully de-identified
structure portions (laboratory values, diagnosis codes, vital signs,
and medications) of 10 million Mayo Clinic patient records and 2.5
million unstructured portions. Through the development of this
program, patient privacy is expected to improve while still
providing researchers with health information that allows for
insight into understanding disease biology. The Mayo Clinic
researchers have already used the Clinical Data Analytics Platform
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Evaluating Medicare Part D’s History and
Potential Plans for the Future
by Jake Derderian, Nutritional Sciences '21
Ask any American if drug prices are currently too high, and the
overwhelming majority will answer with a resounding YES. This
can be especially true for those who need drugs the most: our
senior citizens who rely heavily on Medicare. Created in 1965,
Medicare is a federal health insurance program for those aged 65
and older, and in recent years, several strategies have been
proposed to help curb the increasing prices of drugs
administered through Medicare Part D. Options such as
reference and value-based pricing did not garner much
popularity. One proposal, however, gained considerable support
from both sides of the political aisle: allowing Medicare to
directly negotiate prices with pharmaceutical companies. In fact,
incoming President Joe Biden’s website states that “Biden will
repeal the existing law explicitly barring Medicare from
negotiating lower prices with drug corporations[1].” While this
sounds like a great idea, there are two things to consider: 1) What
does this actually mean? and 2) Will it actually help? Before
diving into these questions, it is important to understand why
Medicare Part D was created and how it actually works.
What is Medicare Part D?
Since President Lyndon B. Johnson established Medicare in 1965,
it has always covered the costs of prescription drugs
administered by medical professionals. These include
vaccinations (flu, Hepatitis B, etc.), injectable and infused drugs,
and immunosuppressive drugs, among others [2]. However, the
federal program did not cover outpatient prescription drugs that
beneficiaries would take at home. As a result, when drug prices
started to rise significantly in the 1990s, these increases began to
hurt those most vulnerable: the elderly. Thus President Bill
Clinton proposed Medicare Part D in 1999; the program would
eventually receive bipartisan support in 2002. Through the
Medicare Modernization Act of 2003, Part D was officially
created, although it did not fully go into effect until 2006 [3].
Administered by private insurance companies, Part D is an
optional part of Medicare that helps Medicare beneficiaries pay
for their prescription drugs. In return for the monthly premiums
that beneficiaries pay, an insurance company covers the various
drugs listed in their formulary. Each Part D plan has its own
network of approved pharmacies from which beneficiaries have
to pick up their prescriptions [3].
One interesting facet of Medicare Part D is that there are four
stages that each beneficiary moves through, depending on how
often they purchase prescriptions. The first stage is the Annual
Deductible Stage, in which beneficiaries pay the network
discounted price for medications until they reach their plan’s
deductible (the Medicare Part D deductible is currently $435).
After reaching this deductible, beneficiaries enter into the Initial
Coverage Stage in which they pay a copayment for each drug

until the initial coverage stage limit is reached (currently $4,020). At
this point, beneficiaries enter into the Coverage Gap or Donut Hole.
Prior to 2011 when the Affordable Care Act was implemented,
beneficiaries were forced to pay for 100 percent of the cost of
prescription drugs while in this Coverage Gap, making it
controversial. Today, beneficiaries pay only 25 percent of these costs
before reaching the limit of $6,350. After reaching this OOP limit,
the drug plans will pay for 95 percent of the cost of formulary
medications for the rest of the year [4].
Reference Pricing
Now with an understanding of how Part D functions, we can dive
into some of the proposed pricing strategies mentioned earlier. In
the fall of 2018, President Trump proposed using reference pricing
for drugs covered under Medicare Part B, which covers physician
and outpatient medical services [5]. This strategy of reference
pricing has also been proposed to help decrease Part D drug prices
[6]. This approach, which is used by several other countries
including Germany, Spain, and Italy, would set a benchmark price
for clusters of similar drugs. Insurers would then cover the full cost
of most generic drugs priced at this benchmark. If beneficiaries
wanted to use a higher-cost brand-name drug, they would pay the
difference between that drug’s price and the benchmark.
Opponents of this proposal argue that price-sensitive patients
would be more likely to choose less effective drugs since they would
possibly be cheaper [7].
Value-Based Pricing
Another strategy to decrease drug prices is called value-based
pricing, which has been supported by former PhRMA president and
Merck CEO Ken Frazier. As the name suggests, insurers and
pharmaceutical companies would negotiate to link the costs of
drugs to their actual value in the form of health outcomes. This
strategy could mitigate concerns that lowering drug prices will
cause pharmaceutical companies to invest less in research and
development since drugs that increase positive health outcomes will
receive higher reimbursement than less effective drugs. However,
one challenge this strategy may face is quantifying and monetizing a
drug’s outcome, as there are several factors to account for,
including the side effects and effectiveness on different subsets of
the population [8].
Medicare Drug Price Negotiation
The third and most commonly mentioned proposal is to allow
Medicare to negotiate drug prices directly with pharmaceutical
companies. When Part D was first introduced, a non-interference
clause prohibited Medicare from negotiating with pharmaceutical
firms. This explains why today, each individual insurance carrier is
only permitted to negotiate with the drug companies to obtain the
lowest prices possible. By allowing Medicare itself to negotiate,
many people, including Biden, believe that Medicare’s large
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senior citizens. However, it is difficult to say which of these
strategies will not only produce the most savings but also have a
realistic chance of passing through both chambers of Congress.
Therefore, the selected strategy must have adequate bipartisan
support and public support to withstand the immense lobbying
efforts of Big Pharma.

membership would hold much more negotiating power than the
insurance companies currently have. Drug firms would be forced
to compromise and lower their prices since they would not want
to risk losing all of the business from 62 million Medicare
enrollees, or over 18 percent of the US population [9].
Proponents of this strategy also mention the provision within
Medicare that requires that all Part D drug plans give access to
nearly all drugs on the market in the six protected drug classes.
While this provision was originally intended to prevent drug plans
from discriminating against patients with certain conditions by
not covering certain drugs, it currently limits the negotiating
power of the insurers. The plans are unable to remove certain
high-cost drugs from their formulary, so they can not use this
negotiating tactic to lower the price of drugs that are priced above
their true value. Instead, insurers currently use preferred and
non-preferred drug lists as negotiating tools. For example,
insurers will place a drug on the preferred list only if the
pharmaceutical company lowers the price of the drug [9].
Critics of this strategy claim that insurers already negotiate for
the lowest prices possible since they want to attract as many
enrollees as possible. Others argue that simply allowing another
entity (Medicare) to negotiate will have very little effect on drug
prices. In 2019, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) found that
savings produced by repealing the non-interference clause would
be negligible. However, that analysis did not factor in the excise
tax that Medicare would levy against pharmaceutical companies if
they did not enter into negotiations with the government-funded
program. After taking the tax into consideration, the CBO
determined that the drug price negotiation revisions would
“achieve $345 million in Medicare savings over the period between
2023 and 2029[10].” While this is promising, there is still the
question of whether lowering drug prices will prompt
pharmaceutical companies to invest less in research and
development, thus slowing the significant innovation that has
taken place in the drug industry over the past decades.
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In conclusion, it is clear that there are several potential strategies
that could be used to make prescription drugs more affordable for
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Humanizing the “Case”
by Joelle Wahab. Global and Public Health Sciences '22
You have most likely been seeing the same primary care physician
for an onwards of a decade. In fact, a study done in 2017 states that
82 percent of people had an ongoing doctor-patient relationship,
with the average length of that relationship being 9 years [1].
Evidently, most of us have fostered a moderate acquaintanceship
with our doctors. You are probably not “friends” with your doctor,
but your physician may know you well enough to understand your
apprehension of getting vaccinated due to your religious views.
This kind of relationship is part of what keeps patients coming
back. But, it also serves as a way for doctors to obtain their
patient’s trust, making treatment easier and more effective.
Traditionally, physicians have treated diseases, not necessarily
illnesses. The differences between the two are nuanced. Disease
refers to a dysfunction of bodily processes. Illness encapsulates
the complete experience of the patient. It embodies the physical
aspects of the disease, but also the psychological, social, and
cultural aspects of the patient’s living experience [2].
Though the psychological, social, and cultural circumstances of a
patient may not appear to play a role in the patient’s physical
health, there are major consequences associated with neglecting
these intangible aspects of a patient. In the event that a physician
fails to acknowledge these aspects, there is no establishment of a
doctor-patient relationship. A doctor-patient relationship acts as
a foundation for the patient to eventually garner trust from their
physician and the medical establishment in general. When that
foundation is not established, patient noncompliance and doctor
shopping occur— contributing to the continued obstruction of the
doctor-patient relationship, leading to worse patient outcomes.
A powerful anecdote of the flaws of the traditional disease-based
model is told in the nonfiction novel, The Spirit Catches You and
You Fall Down by Anne Fadiman. Fadiman chronicles the
experiences of a young, epileptic Hmong girl, Lia Lee, and her
family. The Hmong believe that epilepsy is tied to spirituality and
that an epileptic’s soul has left their body. Obviously, this does not
align well with Western medical practices. The physicians that
worked on Lia’s case were well versed in their medical practices
but were “ill-informed about Hmong culture ” [3]. The Hmong’s
historical reliance on their spirituality, their nomadic nature, and
maltreatment from Americans after the Vietnam War affected
their outlook on the American medical system. The doctors’ sole
reliance on biomedical treatment and the Lee family’s sole
reliance on spirituality caused a rift and a lack of communication
between the two parties. The Lee’s refused to give Lia her
anticonvulsant medication, claiming it was making her more ill.
The doctors refused to pay attention to Lee’s concerns because
they were not complying with the prescribed medical regimen.
The distrust between the two contingents led to the exacerbation
of Lia’s condition, eventually placing her into a vegetative state [3].
Both sides had valid concerns that could have been addressed if
the physicians had taken the time to form a relationship with Lia’s
parents. Lia’s medical outcome was preventable and should not
have suffered her current fate.

Stories like Lia’s helped spur a change in the way medicine is
practiced in the West. In the early-1990s, the concept of evidencebased medicine came into existence. There was also a resurgence
of patient-centered medicine, a concept that originated in the 70s
[4]. The evidence-based medicine approach involves the
integration of physician expertise and current research to
improve patient health outcomes [4]. Physician “expertise” refers
to many things, notably the “the more thoughtful identification
and compassionate use of individual patients' predicaments,
rights, and preferences in making clinical decisions about their
care ” [5]. Patient-centered medicine involves “negotiation
theories on decision making” and puts emphasis on patient
participation [4]. This approach has been highly disputed due to it
not being “firmly rooted in empirical evidence” and it being hazily
defined [4]. Evidence-based medicine seems to have integrated
the preceding concept, giving it a substantial meaning and
research backing. Consequently, the modification of the evidencebased approach to allow for more patient-centeredness has
allowed for both concepts to have been put into medical practice
[4].
The modern evidence-based approach allocates equal importance
and power to the patient and the physician. This even powerdynamic prevents patient disenfranchisement, allows the doctor
to foster a doctor-patient relationship, and allows the duo to learn
from each other, utilizing an intersectional approach. Most
importantly, this approach prevents physicians from treating
patients as experimental “cases” by dehumanizing their patients
and neglecting the non-physical, but valid aspects of different
conditions.. There are still some aspects missing from this model,
such as the lack of preventative medicine and mitigating external
factors hindering the doctor-patient relationship (such as
managed care constraints). Regardless, the dynamic concept of
evidence-based medicine is a step towards humanizing the “case.”
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Fee-for-Service: The Unfortunate Scapegoat
by Matthew Chen, Biological Sciences ‘22
It might be surprising for people outside the U.S. to know that
there are set ticket and arrest quotas for many U.S. police officers,
especially in urban areas [1] like New York City. On the surface
level, the number of tickets given and people arrested might make
police officers seem more productive, but how much more
effective are they in reality? Moreover, does this system seem
ethically correct? In the same vein, imagine a doctor being paid
for how many patients they treat, or how many surgeries they
perform annually. This may sound familiar, as doctors in the USA
are paid through a system called fee-for-service (FFS). While
there are several different ways doctors are paid, FFS has been
and still is one of the prevalent physician payment systems.
Recently, there has been a lot of discourse regarding whether FFS
should be replaced and what it should be replaced with, but the
answer is a little less straightforward than one would expect. Let
us take a deeper look at how FFS works and the scrutiny around
it, and whether there exists a better alternative.
Fee-for-service (FFS) is a physician payment incentive system. A
physician is compensated by insurance companies (Medicare,
Medicaid, independent insurers) and third-party agencies
depending on the number of services or procedures provided.
Similar to police officers and their required quotas, this raises
some ethical and moral concerns: would physicians have more of
an incentive to recommend and perform unnecessary procedures
to earn more money? Would FFS lead to worse patient outcomes
due to procedure volume prioritization? Many of these concerns
have led to an outcry in the healthcare world to phase out FFS and
replace it with a more physician- and patient-friendly payment
incentive system.
However, is there any real evidence that FFS-paid physicians
provide care of significantly lesser quality than other forms of
physician payment, and do these other incentive systems lead to
more effective patient outcomes than FFS? One such comparable
incentive payment system in the US is called capitation, where
physicians are paid per patient in a defined time period, such as a
month or year. Unlike FFS, capitation-paid physicians aren’t
incentivized to increase their volume of procedures or patients.
Rather, regardless of how many services are provided, the
physician pay remains the same. Capitation-based payments
incentivize physicians to prioritize healthy patients over
chronically ill patients because chronically ill patients require
more appointments and procedures. While there is not much
empirical evidence regarding a direct correlation between patient
satisfaction and a physician payment system [4], an American
study directed by Sobero et. al indicates that patients with a
chronic illness such as diabetes were 36 percent more likely to
switch to FFS than other patients, indicating that there is still a
demand for an FFS system [5] for patients that need more
procedures and services.
On the other hand, there’s some evidence that capitation-based

payment could provide better outcomes and greater patient
interaction. In a study by Vu et. al tracking hospitalization rates of
patients with chronic mental illnesses, patients treated by a
physician paid via capitation were 6.2 percent less likely to be rehospitalized, compared to a patient being treated by a physician
paid via FFS [6], suggesting that patients in the former group were
receiving more accessible and continued care. In another 2015
study, researchers analyzed patient outcomes of chronic kidney
disease and diabetes between patients with physicians paid under
FFS versus salaried patients in Alberta, Canada. While the patient
outcomes were not significantly different, patients seen by
salaried physicians were 13 percent more likely to be followed up
by the doctor after a procedure or appointment for kidney disease
and 12 percent for patients with diabetes[8]. It is difficult to say
with certainty as to whether patient outcomes are more favorable
under a capitation/salary system of payment, but it appears that
under a capitation system, there is a greater rate of patientdoctor interaction.
While the outcomes of FFS are currently maligned, a common
misconception remains that FFS was created to maximize patient
profits for healthcare insurance companies. On the contrary, the
FFS system was created to help physicians focus on the patient’s
health without the patient worrying about exorbitant costs. Some
of the rudimentary US healthcare systems and payment plans
were created in response to healthcare providers that wanted to
increase patient revenue and focus on profit over the patient’s
needs, something the American Medical Association (AMA) was
strongly against [2]. The AMA, a professional organization created
to protect registered physicians’ interests, advocated in 1932 that
healthcare systems use FFS to compensate physicians, something
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The Patient Side of Hospital Mergers
by Christopher Arroyo, Human Biology, Health and Society '24
With a stark similarity to fast-food restaurants, hospital chains
and systems seem to dominate regions across the United States.
To name a few, Hospital Corporation of America, Ascension
Health (St. Louis, Missouri), CommonSpirit Health (Chicago,
Illinois), Trinity Health (Michigan), and Tenet Healthcare (Dallas,
Texas) respectively have 186, 151, 137, 92, and 65 hospital locations
[1]. People from the lower New York area, such as myself, may
bring New York-Presbyterian, with 17 hospitals, and Northwell
Health, with 23 hospitals, to mind when thinking of such hospital
chains. New York-Presbyterian, in fact, has existing partnerships
with Columbia University and Weill Cornell at select locations [1,
2]. With this comes the consideration of hospital mergers, the
primary way that hospital systems grow in the states (compared
to the construction of new locations) [3]. One must question how
patient care, experience, and costs are affected by these mergers
and larger healthcare systems.
Administration and public relations promise that hospital
mergers provide lower costs, expanded services, and improved
quality of care to the communities they serve. The rationale
behind such commitments is focused on the economic principle of
scalability, namely that a large-scale healthcare system is better
equipped to treat large numbers of patients and to fund new
programs. [3]. Conversely, some argue that hospital consolidation
reduces competition, producing higher prices with lower quality
of care. For example, CEO and president of Mount Sinai Health
System in New York, Dr. Kenneth Davis believes, “The fear that
mergers curtail competition, leading to higher prices for medical
care, reflects an old way of thinking.” Dr. Davis adds, “Thanks to
cataclysmic changes in the delivery of healthcare, hospital
mergers now offer the potential for higher quality and more
efficiency.” [4]. Without weighing the success of Mount Sinai’s
mergers specifically, this may only be fluffed up the rhetoric.
Determining the impact of hospital mergers on patient care and
expenses will take more than words from the administrations of
hospitals.
A 2018 study examining insurance claims, nationwide variation in
hospital prices, and insurer-hospital contracts were one of many
to confirm that hospital consolidation on the market level
produces higher negotiated prices with private insurance
companies [5]. Another study from 2011 found that “private
insurers paid 13 to 25 percent more for procedures in areas where
there was less competition” [6]. The price hike of 13 to 25 percent
may not translate to an equal increase in inpatient costs, but it
assures greater costs via all levels of patient billing: hospital bills,
deductibles, co-pays, premiums. In a study from January of 2020,
with data ranging from 2007 to 2016, changes in quality of care
from mergers were measured by four variables: patient
experience, readmission rates, mortality rates, and quality of
clinical processes. Specifically, “hospital acquisition...was
associated with modestly worse patient experiences and no
significant changes in readmission or mortality rates. Effects on

process measures of quality were inconclusive.” [7]. Thus, the
study shows no consistent improvement in any of the four
variables measuring the quality of care and even regular
worsening in one of them (patient experiences).

Considering the overwhelming evidence for hospital mergers
increasing patient costs and failing to assure improvements in
quality of care, two alternatives are proposed to prioritize
healthcare accessibility. First, the rate of hospital mergers should
be slowed down, and while not all hospital mergers fail to deliver
reduced cost and better quality of healthcare, they holistically do
more harm than good. Steps are already being taken towards this
option, with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) currently
working to promote competition and educate consumers. In
recent decades, the FTC has sued many hospital systems to
prevent mergers that would “eliminate competition, increase
prices, and reduce the quality of care.” For these reasons, the
FTC has recently filed a lawsuit against hospital acquisitions in
the Memphis area. The acquisitions would effectively reduce the
number of hospital systems in the area from four to three, with
only two of those three being real competitors [8].
As of 2015, with its history of several lawsuits to prevent mergers,
the FTC has only succeeded in three of those antitrust lawsuits.
This has shown to not be a viable strategy to slow down the rate
of hospital mergers, with around a hundred every year [9].
Second, the more feasible option is to take more actions that will
assure that hospital mergers succeed in improving patient care
and translate lower costs to the patient’s bills. By government
regulations, this could be done by implementation of merger
guidelines, increased standards around viability and approval for
such mergers, and a stop-loss on expanding hospital systems
that show a record of increasing patient costs or diminishing
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Controversies on Safe Injection Sites
by Lina (Se Bin) Pak, Human Biology, Health and Society '23
Substance abuse in the United States is a complex issue influenced
by numerous cultural and social factors. Amongst the many
attempts to fight America’s war on drugs, one of the most
controversial policies has been the implementation of safe
injection sites. These are medically supervised facilities in which
drug users can hygienically inject drugs using clean needles,
reducing harm and minimizing the chances of overdose or drugrelated deaths. However, whether their benefits outweigh the
costs have been a topic of moral contention for many years.
Numerous studies indicate the effectiveness of safe injection sites.
For example, in a study done on Insite, a safe injection site in
Canada, the site prevented over 6,000 overdoses and helped with
over 3.6 million injections [1]. Furthermore, a while 2014 review of
75 different studies showed that safe injection sites did not
increase crime or drug use, the Penn Wharton Public Policy
Initiative on a safe injection site that operated underground since
2014 revealed that the site intercepted 1,725 public disposals of
dirty syringes and 92.2 percent of injections that would have
otherwise happened in public [2]. Despite these studies, however,
not everyone is optimistic about the idea of safe injection sites.
A major argument against injection sites is that rather than
deterring drug usage, they normalize it. As US Attorney for
Massachusetts Andrew Lelling claims, these safe injection sites
provide “medical safety at the time of injection but, overall, mere
complicity in a nightmarish cycle of addiction leading to death”
[3]. With that, the controversies surrounding safe injection sites
have left many countries feeling reluctant about implementing
them.
Perhaps to step forward in this debate one must first take a step
back. Readjusting often unsympathetic views on addiction as a
whole, one must realize that substance abuse is not simply about a
lack of self-control. Look back to the Vietnam War, for example,
when around 20 percent of U.S. soldiers became addicted to
heroin. According to a study published in the Archives of General
Psychiatry, 95 percent of those addicted soldiers were able to put
an end to addiction [4]. As such, once the public begins to realize
that substance abuse is heavily correlated to a lack of human
connection, we can effectively come to an agreement on safe
injection sites and helpful solutions to tackle America’s war on
drugs.
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How Global Warming is
Heating up the Healthcare Scene
by Amrit Hingorani, Biological and Nutritional Sciences '20
Thousands of people dying in a heatwave in India in 2015, the
spread of Zika in the Southeastern U.S. in 2016, the historic
hurricane that devastated Puerto Rico and the Caribbean, and
Cape Town’s drought-induced Day Zero scares in 2018. What do
these have in common? They are all effects of climate change on
the health and well-being of humans across the world. Climate
change threatens human welfare in many ways, including impacts
from extreme weather events, wildfires, decreased air quality, and
illness transmitted by food, water, and disease carriers such as
mosquitoes and ticks. Indeed, at the end of last year, the WHO
named “elevating health in the climate debate” as the most urgent
global health challenge in 2020 [1]. While COVID-19 may have
stolen the top spot very quickly this year, climate change’s
immense impact on health remains an extremely prevalent issue
in the fields of public health and medicine.

and longer pollen seasons, thus increasing pollen exposure to
people all around the world. Pollen exposure can trigger various
allergic reactions, including allergic rhinitis, otherwise known as
hay fever. As many as 60 million people in the U.S. are affected
by allergic rhinitis each year and this number continues to rise.
People with respiratory illnesses such as asthma are generally
more sensitive to pollen and are at higher risk of admission to
hospitals for respiratory conditions. Medical costs linked to
pollen exceed $3 billion each year and increasing respiratory
illness episodes due to allergens and their consequent reduction
in productivity and well-being are serious factors to consider in
the future [3].

One of the major ways in which climate change impacts human
health is through air pollution and a stark reduction in air quality.
Climate change severely impacts two components of air quality:
ground-level ozone and particulate matter in the air. Ozone, a key
component of smog, increases as a result of higher temperatures,
concentrations of chemicals in the air, and methane emissions.
Particulate matter, an airborne mix of small particles and
chemicals, is increased by wildfires and increased air stagnation.
Both ozone and particulate matter are associated with reduced
lung function, increased hospital admission for asthma, and
premature deaths. In 2008, the health-related costs of ozone air
pollution exceeded $6.5 billion dollars and this will only increase
as emissions worsen air quality worldwide. Currently, ozone and
particulate emissions are estimated to kill seven million people
each year and are responsible for more than a quarter of the
deaths from diseases such as heart attacks, stroke, and lung
cancer [2].
The devastating wildfires that ravaged the western US earlier this
year demonstrate how climate change increases the vulnerability
of many forests to wildfires. Long periods of high temperatures
and droughts contribute to dry conditions that make it all too easy
for a spark to ignite entire forests at a time. Wildfire smoke
contains particulate matter, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen
oxides which can significantly reduce air quality across large
regions, even those far downwind from the fires. Smoke exposure
increases respiratory and cardiovascular hospitalizations,
respiratory tract infections, and lung illnesses and is associated
with hundreds of thousands of deaths annually [5].
Climate change also increases allergens, the most prominent of
which is pollen, which may lead to increases in health
complications. Shifts in precipitation patterns, more frost-free
days, warmer seasonal air temperatures, and more carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere cause higher pollen concentrations in the air

As opposed to the cold and snowy Ithacan weather of previous
years, this year it is quite beautiful and sunny. Yet, despite the
seemingly positive nature of this, higher temperature and
extreme heat events can be quite deadly. Many U.S. cities such as
St. Louis, Philadelphia, and Chicago have suffered considerable
increases in death rates during recent heatwaves. These deaths
arise mostly from heat stroke and related conditions as well as
cardiovascular disease and respiratory disease. Urban heat
islands, combined with an aging population and increase
urbanizations, are projected to increase the vulnerability of
urban populations to heat-related health impacts in the future.
These heat islands disproportionately impact people of color and
impoverished communities, thus adding another healthcare
inequality to pre-existing socioeconomic stratifications.
Extreme summer heat is increasing all over the US and climate
projections indicate that extreme heat events will be more
frequent and intense in the coming decades [4].
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The consistently increasing frequency of heavy precipitation
events across the U.S. has contributed to severe flooding, which is
the second deadliest of all weather-related events in the US. Flash
flooding during tropical storms and extreme weather events, in
particular, pose a serious risk for individuals in low-lying coastal
areas. In some areas, there is a rise of climate refugees fleeing
coastal regions and moving inland where populations continue to
become denser and denser. On the opposite end of the
precipitation spectrum, droughts also pose a big risk to public
health and safety. Drought-induced dust storms in Arizona and
California have been associated with a recent increase in fungal
pathogens which pose a significant health risk for populations in
those areas. The Southeast US has been alternating between
running out of water (as Atlanta almost did in 2007-2008) and
suffering from severe storms (such as Hurricane Katrina in 2005)
[6].
The climate is also a major factor that influences the spread of
vector-borne diseases. Climate variability in recent years has
resulted in the shift and expansion in the geographic ranges of
many vectors such as fleas, ticks, and mosquitoes. Specifically,
more vector-borne diseases affect regions further north than they
previously were able to. A stark example was the Zika virus
outbreaks in the southern U.S. in 2015 when previously, such areas
were considered to be relatively low-risk due to the Aedes Aegypti
mosquitoes not being able to survive in such climates. Enhanced
vector surveillance and human disease tracking are needed to
address some of these issues for future concern [7].
Food and waterborne diseases are also an important
consideration when discussing climate change. In particular,
diarrheal disease is a major public health issue in developing
nations worldwide and effects of climate change, including
increasing temperatures, extreme rainfall events, and larger
season variations, all serve to increase the prevalence of diarrheal
disease spread through contaminated food and water. The
children and elderly are most susceptible to such diseases and
combating such issues in the face of insufficient infrastructure
poses a serious health challenge to many worldwide [8].
Climate change also poses a serious threat to food security in the
US by threatening food production and food quality, as well as
food prices and distribution systems. Many crop yields across the
US are predicted to decline due to changes in rainfall, severe
weather events, and increasing competition from weeds and
pests. Shortages cause increased food prices which lead to
malnutrition or increased consumption of nutrient-poor but
calorie-rich foods. Additionally, changes in soil nutrients due to
atmospheric carbon dioxide increases will likely reduce the
nutritional value of many crops, further contributing to poor
nutrition. Adaptation of agricultural practices, food distribution
systems, and consumer food choices is necessary to reduce the
health-related impacts of these anticipated food security
challenges [9]. Following disasters, mental health problems
increase among people with no history of mental illness as well as
those at risk – a phenomenon known as “common reactions to
abnormal events.” For instance, multiple studies have shown high

levels of anxiety and PTSD among those affected by Hurricane
Katrina. Higher temperatures have also been associated with
higher suicide rates, increased depression, higher rates of
dementia episodes, and more extreme schizophrenic episodes
[10].
All of these daunting problems strike at the very heart of health
systems whose mission is to keep people healthy. We are all only
as healthy as the environment we live in. As climate change
worsens, more and more of us will face the health consequences
of wildfires, hurricanes, floods, and forced global migration due
to failed crops and droughts. Patients and their communities are
the consumers of healthcare worldwide and climate change’s
many impacts on their healthcare pose a direct threat to health
systems. As a testament to this sentiment, Jon Utech, Senior
Director of the Office for a Healthy Environment at the Cleveland
Clinic, said, “climate change is a clear and present danger now.
We need to be ready to respond to immediate and increased
threats such as hurricanes, floods, wildfires, and tornados. Our
caregivers need to understand how climate change is impacting
disease patterns and population vulnerabilities to better care for
our patients” [11].

"We are all only as healthy as the
environment we live in."
As weather-related emergencies increase, hospitals and other
healthcare providers must ensure that they remain open and
accessible. For instance, during the 2012 superstorm Sandy, NYU
Langone Medical Center in Manhattan was located within the
flood zone and prepared for a 12-foot storm surge. Yet, when a
14-foot surge hit, buildings filled with water, the power grid shut
down, and the backup generators failed. Doctors and nurses had
to evacuate more than 200 patients, carrying them down
staircases and ferrying them by ambulance to other nearby
hospitals. Preparation for severe weather events also includes
distant climate events that affect medical supply chains. For
example, when Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico in 2017, it
severely damaged factories on the island and knocked out power.
Puerto Rico manufactures IV bags for much of the mainland U.S.
and so American doctors and patients faced shortages of critical
intravenous fluids and medications. For months following the
hurricane, nurses had to stand at patients’ bedsides, slowly
injecting medications via syringe as a replacement for IV bags
which wasted valuable time and resources. Furthermore, when
catastrophic wildfires hit California in 2017, some hospitals
evacuated and closed entirely, without providing patients any
contingency plans. People in the area found themselves
struggling with smoke-related illness without a hospital to turn
to. When discussing these wildfire-related closures, Kathy
Gerwig, Vice President of Employee Safety, Health and Wellness
and Environmental Stewardship Officer of Kaiser Permanente
noted, “the people who suffer the most from climate impacts are
low income, very young, very old, and people with chronic
conditions...In a healthcare setting, we have a responsibility to
think about that” [11].
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Many hospitals across the US have also begun undertaking
projects to reduce their environmental impact and become more
sustainable. Contrary to popular belief, such projects do not
require an intensive input of money but actually decrease yearly
spending to a large extent. Some healthcare systems have begun
to invest in local sustainability efforts aimed at improving
awareness and reducing emissions. Such efforts have been
strengthened by a sector-wide organization known as Health Care
Without Harm, which has helped more than 500 hospitals around
the US by creating a community of learning and support [11].
As is the typical approach in the American healthcare system, our
response to climate change has been largely reactionary rather
than proactive. As we have seen time and time again with
healthcare, such an approach is extremely costly and largely
ineffective. While we make grand plans for reducing carbon
emissions in the next few decades, we are missing opportunities
to make significant impacts in the present to improve human
health and well-being. On all fronts, healthcare systems are on
the front lines of battling the health-related impacts of climate
change and our system has a long way to go before it's even
remotely prepared to deal with the devastating effects of climate
change. It is up to us to do our part in the climate change battle
and for governments and larger healthcare networks to support
their healthcare providers in preparing for worsening weather
patterns in the future.
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Informed Consent's Long Journey
by Shivani Singh, Industrial and Labor Relations '24
Henrietta Lacks died at the age of 31, yet her cells have been around,
first inside and now outside her body for a century. Her cells have
been living outside her body longer than they ever did inside it.
Lacks, a tobacco farmer who grew up in rural Virginia is the source
of one of the most important cell lines in medical research, the HeLa
cell line. This cell line is responsible for drugs treating illnesses
including Parkinson’s, leukemia, Herpes and studies on lactose
digestion, polio vaccines, appendicitis and even the Ebola virus. The
catch: neither Lacks nor her family ever consented to her cells being
collected or used in scientific research.[1]
Lacks was born on August 1st, 1920, in Roanoke, Virginia where she
was one of ten children. After her mother died when she was young,
Lacks was sent to live with her grandfather on a tobacco farm. She
grew up with her cousin David Lacks, whom she eventually married
and had five children with. [2]
After finding a lump on the cervix and experiencing bleeding
outside of menstruation, Lacks arrived at Johns Hopkins Hospital,
one of the only hospitals that treated poor African-Americans in
1951. There, she was diagnosed with Epidermoid carcinoma of the
cervix, stage I.[1] Dr. Lawrence Wharton Jr. took samples of her
healthy cervical tissue as well from the tumor while Lacks was
unconscious during her first radium treatment, and gave them to
Dr. George Gey. Gey, a pathologist, was looking for a way to grow
human cells outside the body so he could find the cause and the
cure for cancer. Until Lacks’ cells, all of the other ones eventually
died, but Lacks’ cells multiplied fast and continued to do so without
showing signs of stopping. Gey referred to these cells as HeLa cells
taking the first letters from Lacks’ first and last names. It was
discovered much later that her cells were infected with the human
papillomavirus (HPV) which allowed them to survive while others
did not. The virus mutated the cells in a way that allows them to live
forever. Once Gey realized what he had, he began to sell the cells to
scientists and labs across the world for very cheap prices. For years,
HeLa cells were mass-produced and parceled around the globe for
profit. Gey, and researchers, and pharmaceutical companies
profited off Lacks genetic material. Meanwhile, Lacks was buried in
an unmarked grave after she died in October 1951 because
tombstones were too expensive and her children struggled with
finances and healthcare throughout their entire lives. [1, 2, 3]
There are many reasons why Lacks’ cells were allowed to be used
without her or her family’s consent. First off, laws from the midtwentieth century only involved asking families for consent when
taking tissue from dead bodies. Living bodies were fair game during
procedures. Guidelines were created surrounding experimenting on
patients and informed consent, while operations and biopsies were
excluded from this list. During the time period when scientists
received access to tissue, no one stopped them to discuss consent.[4]
Twenty-two years after her death, Lacks’ family finally learned the
truth about HeLa cells in 1973. They learned about it when scientists
called and asked them for DNA once they found that HeLa cells had

contaminated other samples by floating on dust particles in the
air and landing on other cultures. Scientists hoped to use the
family's DNA as a way to map Lacks genes to differentiate
between cultures. Once the family found out about the billions of
dollars that came from her cells they began a campaign to gain
back that wealth but were largely unsuccessful at the time. [5]
However, in 2013, the Lacks family was able to gain some control
when the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the family came
to an agreement over genomic data access using HeLa cells.
Access to the genomic data would be granted on a case-by-case
basis. The NIH working group oversees a database where all NIH
funded researchers using the genomic data must deposit their
data. They must also acknowledge Lacks and her family’s
contribution to research.[1, 6, 7]
Issues regarding informed consent started before Lacks and
continue to be an issue today. Beginning in 1932, the Tuskegee
Syphilis Experiment was a study conducted by the U.S. Public
Health Service that spanned forty years. At Tuskegee University,
researchers studied a syphilitic group which included 399 men
and 201 men without syphilis. The men were all AfricanAmerican as it was believed that the disease affected people
differently based on their race. Recruitment was advertised by
falsely promising free blood tests and treatments. The men, who
were often poor sharecroppers, were not told any details of the
study In fact, it was actively made sure that the infected
participants did not get treatment, and some died consequently.
As a result of many people coming forward and testifying to
Congress, the National Research Act of 1974 was passed to create
rules and regulations for clinical research. [7, 8]
The incidents do not stop there. The Havasupai Tribe began
giving Arizona State University samples of blood voluntarily in
1990 with the understanding that the university would study if
there was a genetic reason for high rates of diabetes among tribe
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members. However after the study did not find a genetic basis for
the high rates of diabetes, researchers continued to use the blood
samples to study schizophrenia, inbreeding, and more, all studies
the tribe found offensive. They filed a lawsuit alleging “lack of
informed consent”, “violation of civil rights, and “fraud” among
others. The courts ruled in favor of the researchers and found that
informed consent was given because the blood was voluntarily
donated and a form was signed that gave blanket consent for
research. [9]
The stories of Henrietta Lacks, the Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment
and the Havasupai Tribe all show that privacy concerns and
informed consent should all be key concerns of patients and their
families. As medicine and technology move further into the 21st
century, these concerns should be kept at the forefront of patient
care. The wants of one or a group of doctors should not come
before the needs of the patient, their right to know what their best
course of care is, and the decisions to choose that course.
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Maternal Mortality:
Implicit Biases and Inequities
by Joy Pojim, Biological Sciences ‘23
Pregnancy is often described as a woman’s greatest gift. In many
cultures, women are expected to bear children, and those who do
not or cannot meet expectations may be rejected from society.
Pregnant women need a stable support system composed of
caring individuals to aid them along their journey. This includes,
though is not limited to, family, friends, and healthcare
practitioners, the last of whom play a crucial role in ensuring the
health of e mother and baby. Carrying a child takes a serious toll
on women’s mental and physical health due to a variety of
circumstantial factors. Negative circumstances such as low
socioeconomic status could lead to a great risk of morbidity or
mortality for both women and their babies. In recent years,
researchers have proved a racial disparity in the maternal
mortality rate for American women: black women are three to
four times more likely to die from childbirth-related
complications than their white counterparts [7]. This
inconsistency highlights the disadvantages that pregnant black
women face from interactions among determinants of health.
One explanation for this disparity is substantiated by biological
differences between white and black women. Preconception
health greatly impacts pregnancy outcomes given certain
conditions may increase the risk of complication. A 2011
observational study by Tucker et. al explored the prevalence and
case-fatality rates for five conditions observed in white and black
pregnant women. All potentially life-threatening conditions,
preeclampsia, eclampsia, abruptio placentae, placenta previa, and
postpartum hemorrhage account for 26 percent of all pregnancyrelated deaths. The researchers found no statistically significant
difference in the prevalence rates between the two groups,
meaning neither race is more likely than the other to have a
disease. However, the case-fatality rate for each condition was
notably higher for black women [11]. These results support the
widely accepted notion of race being a social construct with no
biological basis. because a biological theory alone does not fully
explain this disparity. Though not biologically determined, the
socially determined race could lead to biological consequences [4].

Institutionalized policies and practices cause inequities in
employment, housing, education, and wealth. Residential
segregation in particular further perpetuates these disparities.
Regardless of income and credit score, black households are more
likely to receive fewer adequate housing conditions and
experience housing instability than white households. An example
of a direct effect includes long-term exposure to environmental
toxins that can be detrimental to health. Moreover, individuals
who reside in such communities often receive a lower quality of
education, diminishing both economic opportunities and access to
quality healthcare. Another outcome of institutionalized policies
and practices is that black women are more likely than white
women to work jobs without a flexible schedule and paid leave [8].
This restriction increases stress for working women, who must
then look for alternative options for child care following delivery.
Intersections between the three levels of racism give rise to worse
quality healthcare for black Americans. Individual behaviors such
as implicit bias may play a role in patient-caregiver interactions.
Implicit biases are social stereotypes about certain groups that we
form outside our conscious awareness [12]. These biases create
disparities in the quality of treatment for black and white
Americans. For instance, belief in fundamental and biological
differences between groups affects health care providers’’ pain
perceptions and treatment options. Due to the widespread belief
that blacks experience less pain than whites, black patients
receive under-prescribed pain medication [1]. Alternatively,
stereotypes, surrounding black peoples’ limited access to
healthcare, which hold some truth given institutional racism, may
prevent doctors from prescribing medication to black patients
irrespective of pain perception [5]. As a result, black patients still
suffer regardless of their education and socioeconomic status and
thus they tend to be skeptical of white health care providers.

Our social and physical environments encompass socioeconomic
factors, neighborhood/work conditions, and social relations, all of
which contribute to overall health [6]. Given the importance that
American society places on the color of one’s skin, race
determines the nature of environments for each individual.
Specifically, for minority groups, instances of racism influence
various aspects of life including positions in employment,
education, and housing. Racism typically operates through three
different levels: institutionalized policies and practices, individual
behaviors, and internalized beliefs [3]. These levels are not
necessarily mutually exclusive but rather work alongside each
other; for example, individual behaviors and internalized beliefs
encourage institutionalized policies and practices.
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Old Dog, New Tricks: Roadblocks to
Modernizing U.S. Medical Record Infrastructure
by Julianne Franca, Nutritional Sciences '21
While the U.S. is renowned for cutting edge scientific research
and advanced medical technologies, clerical errors and physician
oversight still pose life-threatening consequences. Many patients
see a range of physicians, each of whom collects their own data,
patient histories, and lab tests. When these physicians do not have
access to patient data, factors such as interacting prescriptions,
underlying conditions, or missed vaccinations can be overlooked,
cascading into serious consequences. The majority of healthcare
providers in the U.S. have implemented elements of modern
technology by utilizing electronic health record systems in an
attempt to decrease these accidents and oversights.
Electronic health records(EHRs) seem to be an incredibly
promising technology for improving the quality of and access to
medical care, but the U.S. has been slow in adopting it on a large
scale. EHRs are defined by the Office of the National Coordinator
for Health Information technology as “real-time, patient-centered
records that make information available instantly and securely to
authorized users” [1]. In addition to patient medical history, EHRs
provide a range of useful medical information such as
immunizations, lab results, and allergies, while also providing
evidence-based tools and suggestions for preventative medicine
to aid physicians by informing decisions [1]. Government efforts to
implement EHRs have been in place since 2004 when President
George W. Bush promised that most Americans would reap the
benefits of EHRs by 2014 [2]. One of the most revolutionary steps
towards the widespread use of EHRs was integrated into the
Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act (HITECH), which was passed in 2009 to incentivize the
implementation of these systems [3]. As a direct result, by 2016
approximately 95 percent of hospitals eligible for financial
reimbursement through Medicare and Medicaid demonstrated
levels of “meaningful use” of EHRs [4]. However, statistics from
2015 show that only 16 percent of physicians had EHR programs
that allowed both physicians and patients to view, transmit, and
download information and documents [5]. This means that
although EHRs were becoming more common, the full benefits
and qualities that make them effective were and still are, seldom
realized. While these efforts have been instrumental in
broadening the use of EHRs, why are we still not experiencing the
full potential of benefits that EHRs can offer?
EHR systems have proven benefits for quality of care, medication
errors, preventative care, and doctor-patient communication. A
2018 study of certain U.S. EHR features demonstrate a significant
reduction in the prescription of incorrect medications, as well as
critical prevention of medication usage that would negatively
interact with other medications a patient has already been
prescribed [6]. Moreover, EHRs with features that prompt
physicians to administer HPV vaccinations and tobacco
screenings for patients with relevant health histories show great
strides in preventative care [6]. Benefits may even swell to

encompass economic concerns. Data shows that the financial
benefit of implementing EHRs is over three times the costs
associated with the implementation and use of the systems [6].
Overall, properly implemented EHR systems have the capacity to
improve medicinal communication—a cornerstone of effective
healthcare. By facilitating interactions between patients and all of
their physicians, medical workers are readily equipped and
efficiently informed without the need for the high degree of
medical literacy often expected from their patients. EHRs have a
plethora of proven benefits; but, in the current U.S. model, there
are persistent constraints that render these benefits inaccessible
and difficult to receive. Indeed, the reason for this may be rooted
in the foundation of the organization of the U.S. federal
administration.
Some current roadblocks to effective implementation of EHR
systems include privacy concerns, physician burnout due to
increased workload, and infrastructure issues. With regard to
privacy, many patients are uncomfortable with the idea of having
their personal information input into a database due to fears of
data breaches. Currently, many EHR systems work on a local
level, only allowing information to be shared between specified
hospitals or medical communities, minimizing the scale of privacy
risks [7]. However, one of the expected benefits of EHRs is for a
patient’s medical information to be available for transmission to
physicians and hospitals who are unfamiliar with their medical
history. For this to be possible, a broader network is required.
However, as networks expand, the risk of accidental access to the
wrong records increases. Balancing the expansion of the system
while ensuring adequate security of all information becomes
crucially difficult to manage [7]. The increasing complexity of data
privacy concerns as EHRs become more connected between
hospitals makes the goal of rapid, accurate, and simple
transmission of necessary information through EHR systems
more difficult to attain.
A primary concern for physicians surrounding EHRs is the
increased workload, which increases physician burnout. The
current implementation of EHRs leaves physicians struggling to
balance patient interactions with digital data collection. There is
data showing that for every hour physicians spend with patients,
they spend two hours inputting that patient’s data [8]. The
increased workload and impersonal interactions that have
resulted from EHRs leave physicians with feelings of frustration
and fatigue. The case of physicians’ attitudes towards EHRs is a
fascinating one. Surgeons are often willing to purchase expensive
equipment and technologies that they feel will make the act of
providing care more efficient. However, not enough effort has
been put into showcasing just how much EHR systems can boost
efficiency and quality of care when implemented with proper
infrastructure, training, and physicians who are enthusiastic
rather than apprehensive about their use.
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Infrastructure related issues with EHR systems can be linked back
to privacy concerns and physician burnout, and are key factors
behind why EHRs have not been as beneficial as they should be. As
previously discussed, broad access to EHRs between hospitals and
physicians means larger networks, and larger networks arrive
with more complex security risks. However, increased
accessibility of information is a major potential benefit of EHRs
for both physicians and patients, allowing both parties to quickly
and accurately refer to patients’ health histories, test results, etc.
The U.S. currently lacks the infrastructure to make this possible
as EHR systems are not standardized, preventing them from being
shared [9]. While standardization of EHR systems would improve
accessibility, data security protocols would simultaneously need
to be reevaluated and strengthened. In terms of physician
burnout, a study done on Canadian implementations of EHRs
demonstrated that, when properly implemented, EHRs improve
physician efficiency and reduce total work times for physicians
[8]. Factors such as increased training and support, as well as
more user-friendly EHR systems, contribute to maximizing the
efficiency of physicians’ use of EHRs [8]. However, without
standardization of systems and widespread training, these
programs can easily become a burden to healthcare workers. This
lack of infrastructure and training would fundamentally indicate
that not everyone is benefitting from EHRs in the same way. As
noted before, a small percentage of physicians have EHR systems
that allow for patients themselves to view, transmit, and download
documents, meaning that the already inequitable U.S. healthcare
system is becoming even more stratified as only select patients
are able to reap these benefits while most are left outside of the
system.
Infrastructure evidently plays a crucial role in the quality of EHR
systems, and with a plethora of programs, insufficient training,
and little standardization, the current costs of utilizing EHRs
remain high. When properly implemented, EHRs can
revolutionize healthcare— however, at their current state, they
pose an administrative burden to physicians with fewer benefits
than promised. More effort should be dedicated to facilitating the
widespread adoption and use of beneficial technologies such as
EHRs, rather than relying on passive legislation that stops at
incentivizing their implementation. Secure, efficient, accurate,
digital communication and physicians, patients, and hospital
access to EHRs is possible. After acknowledging the issues with
the current implementation of EHRs, the question becomes how
and when they will be solved.

Complex barriers must be overcome, but through the work of the
government and health information technology experts, there is a
path for revolutionizing healthcare by improving quality and
accessibility for all who need it.
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Riding Towards a Future of Improved Healthcare Access
by Jason Chen, Biological Sciences '22
A blind elderly man impatiently sat in the lobby of Cayuga Medical
Center, repeatedly slamming his cane into the ground. With each
moment, his frustration grew. He had already waited for over an
hour for a ride home. On another day, a different elderly man in a
wheelchair howled in the lobby after waiting two hours for
transportation. As each of these patients struggled in the lobby, all
I could do was sit there at the front desk, helplessly reassuring
them that help was on the way.
My experiences aren’t isolated incidents. In Philadelphia, an
emergency-room volunteer had to drive home a vision-impaired,
elderly man after her shift ended. The man had no immediate
family to drive him home, and the hospital did not reimburse for
transportation [1]. In Fairfax, Virginia, a 64-year-old man
suffering from diabetes had to get two of his toes amputated
because he lacked low-cost rides to a doctor [2]. The inability to
afford a ride to or from a hospital has profound consequences missed or delayed appointments cost our healthcare system $150
billion a year [3]. However, transportation barriers continue to
plague our healthcare system. Thus, current transportation
services for hospitals are draining our healthcare system, and it is
vital that we find a solution.

"The inability to afford a ride to or
from a hospital has profound
consequences - missed or delayed
appointments cost our healthcare
system $150 billion a year."
Social and economic factors, better known as social determinants
of health, contribute to 40 percent of a person’s health outcomes
[4]. Of the many social and economic factors, access to
transportation is one of the greatest barriers to access to
healthcare services. Specifically, these barriers can lead to missed
or delayed appointments, medication use, and even delayed care
[5]. This is especially important for those suffering from chronic
diseases, whose treatment relies on constant monitoring from
physicians. Therefore, the lack of transportation services can
severely hamper treatment, leading to worsening health outcomes
[5].

their citizens to incorporate physical activity into their everyday
lives, thereby improving health outcomes. Poor transportation has
an especially large impact on hospitals, as they can suffer
financially with insufficient transportation infrastructure in place.
People most likely to be affected by the aforementioned barriers
are more likely to miss appointments or not fill prescriptions,
which can lead to poorer health and potentially lead to disease
progression, complications, or readmissions [4]. This would cost
hospitals and taxpayers millions in unnecessary expenses.
Therefore, it is paramount for hospitals to address transportation
issues.
There are many faceted approaches to addressing transportation
barriers, one of which is to focus on each individual patient. Every
person will have different transportation needs and it is vital to
invest resources to understand each individual’s situation. This
can be done using a screening tool to identify specific social needs
for certain patients and aid them by offering referrals and other
interventions. Screening is especially important because it can
allow physicians to identify other social determinants of health
that may be affected by transportation, such as food insecurity [4].
There already exist many tools that hospitals can use to integrate
screening into their systems, and many practices can train their
existing staff to incorporate such a toolkit into their workflow.
Another facet to directly supporting patients and their
transportation needs is to invest in programs and structures that
will make it easier for patients to access physicians and receive
their prescriptions. Some of these policies can include mobile
health, telehealth, mail-order prescriptions, and offering on-site
pharmacies or other services to reduce travel. Mobile health and
telehealth are more accessible options for those with
transportation issues, and with the increase in telehealth services
due to the coronavirus pandemic, it isn’t difficult to see how
telehealth can stay as a long-term solution. Mail-order
prescriptions can also ensure that patients can receive their
medications on time. These alternatives will cut down travel and
can lower costs for hospitals and patients.

Barriers to transportation access can also directly influence the
level of physical activity for a population. A lack of activity can
increase the risk of a plethora of health issues, such as Type 2
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and more [6].
Neighborhoods that are geared towards automobiles demonstrate
excessive inactivity, as these areas often lack reliable public
transportation, safe sidewalks, and bicycle lanes [6].
Unfortunately, these types of neighborhoods are
disproportionately found to be impoverished areas. In contrast,
areas that support biking, walking, and public transit can allow
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Additionally, hospitals can support local initiatives to both
address transportation issues and other infrastructure issues that
are connected to transportation. Policymakers and local
organizations should become more cognizant of transportation
issues in their neighborhoods, and participating in local
transportation planning initiatives can be a way to direct
decision-makers toward addressing these barriers. Furthermore,
investing in programs that support healthy lifestyles and safe
transportation can increase mobility for all. For example,
investing in local initiatives such as Complete Streets can make it
safer and easier for pedestrians, cyclists, drivers, and transit users
to travel in their neighborhoods. Investing in public transit
systems can also improve health outcomes by directly improving
access to healthcare facilities.
Lastly, hospitals can work with community organizations to
provide direct transportation services to medical facilities. This
can be done in several different ways, with some hospitals
providing direct transport for patients or subsidizing the cost of
travel to hospitals. Hospitals can also establish volunteer-driver
programs or operate door-to-door shuttle services as well.
Perhaps the most innovative approach is to partner with ridesharing services, such as Uber or Lyft, to cover the cost of travel
for patients in need of a ride or recently discharged patients.
In 2016, this is exactly what the Denver Health Medical Center and
Lyft did. Hospital leaders first identified transportation as a
barrier after noticing that their no-show rate for appointments
was quite high and that there were many patients who had to wait
a long time for transportation after being discharged. To assist
patients with transportation issues, Denver Health started
offering free bus tickets, cab vouchers, and a private car service
using a vehicle donated by Oprah Winfrey. In November 2016, they
partnered with Lyft, allowing the hospital to order rides for
patients in need of transportation. In order to raise awareness
about this service, patient navigators and social workers advertise
and coordinate rides for patients. The program is funded by the
Denver Health Foundation, and costs an average of $7.40 per ride,
and has a limit of 25 miles. The program seems to be working, as
there was a significant reduction in the number of complaints of
lack of transportation from patient advocates. More recently, Lyft
has also partnered with Epic, an electronic medical records
company, to allow health workers to order a Lyft ride for a patient
directly from their health records [7]. This would make it
significantly easier for hospitals to provide patients with
transportation and saves on both costs and time.

barriers, such as screening systems and cab vouchers. These can
alleviate the stress transportation may have on some of a
community’s people. Hopefully, more hospitals can continue to
develop innovative approaches to ensure patients can reach
health facilities easier.
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There has been significant attention brought to social
determinants of health over the last several years, and
transportation barriers are one of the most significant issues
patients face. These barriers have far-reaching effects on an area,
impacting the health of a community and the ability of its citizens
to access care. These effects are especially vital for hospitals, as
such barriers can lead to excessive spending and care. Every city,
town, or suburb is different and requires different measures to
address patients’ transportation needs. Many hospital systems
have begun implementing novel strategies to combat these
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The All-Too-Common Case of
Burnout Among U.S. Medical Students
by Ngoc Truong, Biological Sciences '24
Tied to the moment you open your acceptance letter to medical
school is complete ecstasy; those years of utter blood, sweat, and
tears finally are worth it. But what is not apparent “is the sacrifice
you will willfully endure for the next four years along with the
difficulties of entering a hierarchical system,” revealed by Dr.
Geoffrey Gao, alumni of Drexel University College of Medicine and
a first-year resident at John Hopkins Hospital. Medical students
commonly experience debilitating stress, depression, physical
exhaustion, and most notably burnout. Understanding the
stressors that lead to burnout and what medical schools are
implementing to mitigate it in their students are critical to
prevent exacerbated circumstances on a micro and macro level.
How prevalent is burnout in medical students in the United
States?
Burnout is generally defined as “emotional exhaustion,
depersonalization, and low personal accomplishment” [1].
Understandably, the responsibilities placed upon medical students
are rigorous enough to leave little to no room for mistakes, and
the byproducts are all-too-commonly self-destructive. In a study
done in 2006 to 2007 surveying 4,287 medical students across
seven medical schools in the United States, burnout was reported
by 49.6 percent of students [2]. Recently, burnout in medical
students is on the rise, a notable comparison to that in 2006, and
the issue of mental health, in general, has increasingly become
more of a pressing issue.
What stressors lead to burnout in medical students?
Although stress may be proven to enhance academic performance,
it can often lead to serious consequences if overwhelming.
Academic workload and lack of sleep, most notably, induces
frustration in many students, with the amount of extra work often
described as unnecessary and time-consuming [4]. Studies found
the average medical student to spend 30-40 hours per week
studying in between class and clinical work [7]. Competition
between peers (found to be highest among second-year students)
and pressure from peers, family, and mentors can induce anxiety
and self-doubt. Because medical school is so costly, financial
issues from student debt and loans apply extra pressure to
succeed. Managing work and life relationships become a struggle,
mainly because studying leaves minimal time to socialize. The
summation of different stressors is debilitating to many,
understandably, and weigh heavily on students’ minds, which
often lead to conditions (other than burnout) such as anxiety,
depression, excessive alcohol use, poor academic performance,
isolation, and insomnia [5].
How have medical schools responded to the rise in burnout in
their students?
Despite the difficulty in reforming the current curriculum, some
medical schools, including the University of Nebraska Medical
Center and Drexel University College of Medicine, have taken

steps to mitigate burnout by “making the first two years pass/fail
[to help] prevent stiff competition… and [create] more
camaraderie” (Gao). The Stanford School of Medicine, the Keck
School of Medicine of USC, and Vanderbilt University School of
Medicine, have applied student-wellness programs to assist in
stress management and relieve pressure. Similarly, the University
of Chicago Pritzker School of Medicine’s Wellness Committee
implemented a resiliency curriculum, supporting students in their
transitions into clinical years [3]. But of course, resolving burnout
on a macro level is challenging, due to individual stressors unique
to each student; this typically leaves students to resolve their
distress mainly on their own, whether by partaking in counseling,
exercising, looking for social social support, etc.
It is no secret that medical school comes with responsibility and
demand, but by no means should medical students sacrifice their
mental health throughout the process. The stigma commonly
associated with asking for help can cause medical students to feel
isolated in their struggles with burnout and mental health [6].
Dealing with such conditions is an issue for both the student and
the institution, and more effort is needed by these institutions to
prevent burnout amongst medical students. After all, aspiring
physicians are patients, too.
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The Clinical Trial and Research Glass Ceiling
by Consuelo Le, Global and Public Health Sciences '22
I’ve always been aware of the gender gap in STEM. For much of
human history, STEM fields, including medical and
biotechnological research, were dominated by men. In recent
years, the percentage of women in STEM has been growing, but a
large gap still exists today. In 2017, only 29 percent of positions in
American science- and engineering-related occupations were
filled by women [1].
As a woman in STEM, I often think about how to help more
women break the glass STEM ceiling, a metaphor referring to an
invisible but real barrier preventing women or minorities from
entering certain upper-level fields or positions that have been
historically dominated by men. But for some reason, I don’t often
think about the effect that male-dominated employee workspaces
have on the research and discoveries that have historically
emerged from the STEM field. Because men and women have very
different life experiences, they evaluate their study methods in
different ways that would create an ideal experiment for which
their results would translate well in the real-world. In a maledominated laboratory, it would be much easier to ‘forget’ or
choose to include women in their studies. However, given the
trend in increasing gender equality in the work setting, women
are more likely to recruit other women for their studies. But how
have medical advancements and pharmaceuticals been impacted
by this gap?
I had not thought of this question until I conducted research this
past summer on the changes in breastfeeding practices due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. An article published in the British Medical
Journal by Marian Knight, a professor of maternal and child
population health, described how pregnant or breastfeeding
women are being excluded from SARS-CoV-2 drug and vaccine
trials. Out of 927 drug trials performed prior to August 2020, only
1.7 percent attempted to include pregnant women, with 52 percent
of them explicitly excluding pregnancy and 46 percent of them
failing to mention pregnancy altogether [2]. Although the
reasoning behind these exclusions was due to the unknown effects
that vaccines may have on children in the womb, this article (and
many others) emphasizes that the bodies of pregnant and
postpartum women react very differently to drugs than those of
non-pregnant women.
It should be noted that there could be ethical and legal guidelines
put in place by researchers to not include pregnant women or
other vulnerable populations in their studies for fear of being sued
for the potential adverse consequences that their drugs could have
on the mother or baby. However, the risks associated with
prescribing a drug that has never been tested on a pregnant
woman are far and wide, as pregnancy can have drastic effects on
a woman's ability to metabolize and eliminate drugs when
compared to a non-pregnant woman. Furthermore, due to the
lack of information about the effect of a drug on pregnant women,
many physicians hesitate to or will not prescribe such drugs to
their pregnant patients out of fear [10]. At this point, would it be
safer to not give pregnant women these new drugs at all, even if
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they have the potential to save her life?
Although I understand drug developers’ hesitations on the health
of unborn children, this obvious exclusion of a minority group
still shocked me, as they make up about 5 percent of the world’s
population. While the article highlighted the exacerbation of this
gender disparity in drug trials due to COVID-19, I began to
question how high the ‘normal’ rates of gender gaps in drug and
disease research were.
The answer revealed a high rate of gender disparity. Besides the
recent COVID-19 drug trials, the lack of female representation in
drug trials has essentially existed since the beginning of medical
research. Consequently, it has negatively impacted the health of
women. For instance, the early clinical trials to approve Ambien, a
sedative for insomnia, included mostly young adult male
volunteers. Thus, in 1992, the pill and its dosage were released
according to data collected primarily from young males. However,
after women began overdosing on Ambien (a problem which had
not been identified in the clinical trials), subsequent research
experiments including women showed that men actually
metabolized Ambien much faster than women. In fact, the levels
of Ambien in women after taking it the previous night were about
25 to 33 percent higher than those in men. Because of this, the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) cut the recommended
dosage of Ambien for women in half when compared to the
dosage for men. If the researchers had chosen to include women
in their developmental trials in the first place, then subsequent
experiments would not have had to be run, which would have
saved time and money and prevented these negative health
consequences on women [3].
Additionally, this gender disparity occurs in research trials for the
world’s most prevalent diseases, like heart disease. In the past, it
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was assumed that men and women experience the same
symptoms from heart attacks because of heart disease studies
before the 1980s exclusively included male participants [4].
When women finally began to be included in heart disease studies,
researchers found that women actually reported many symptoms
that deviated from the “textbook” symptoms, including less chest
pain and radiating left arm pain, along with more fatigue, nausea,
and neck pain [4]. In fact, heart disease affects women and men
differently at every stage of heart disease—yet such genderspecific research did not exist for so long because researchers did
not consider the biological differences between men and women
when creating their ‘ideal’ disease models [5]. This caused women
to be given less aggressive heart disease treatments, leading to a
large mortality rate of women over the age of 65 due to heart
disease [9]. Some may argue that men take priority in heart
disease studies because men generally develop cardiovascular
issues 7-10 years before women [9]. However, across all age
groups, women and men have equal death rates due to
cardiovascular diseases. Thus, when it comes to developing and
executing scientific studies, it is important to have an inclusive
sample group that is representative of the actual affected
population so that the released medical research and discovered
drugs can be safe for all members of the general public, no matter
their age or gender. Consequently, this unconscious and/or
inherent bias of the researchers misinformed their original
research of heart disease symptoms, mistakenly assuming that
their conclusions could be generalized for an entire population.
But why are the “textbook” symptoms and definitions of diseases
based on trials exclusively involving men? Initially, it was due to a
more acceptable reason. In 1977, the FDA released a guideline
titled “General Considerations for the Clinical Evaluation of
Drugs,” which, among other details, banned most women of
‘childbearing potential’ from participating in clinical research
studies due to recent discoveries that certain drugs caused
serious birth defects—but perhaps they wouldn’t have caused
such severe defects if researchers had discovered these effects in
their clinical trials and were able to amend their products. As
medical research advanced over time, the FDA realized that
women were being seriously underrepresented in studies and
drug trials on prevalent diseases. In 1993, the FDA rescinded their
1977 guideline in an effort to encourage equality in research
studies and thus conclusions that were more representative of
each target group [6]. Even with this recension, the gender gap
still exists even to this day, as shown with the SARS-CoV-2 drug
studies.
Unfortunately, another reason for the low levels of representation
of women in studies is that in a male-dominated field like STEM,
there have historically been fewer considerations about women’s
health. Many researchers were reluctant to include women in
their studies out of laziness to factor in womens’ varying
hormonal states and cycles, which had been thought to make the
studies more complicated and costly to obtain statistically
significant results [4]. Men thought that instead of investing time

in female-specific research, they could just conduct maledominated research and extrapolate their results to women.
Many researchers were reluctant to include women in their
studies out of laziness to factor in women’s varying hormonal
states and cycles, which had been thought to make the studies
more complicated and costly to obtain statistically significant
results [4]. Men thought that instead of investing time in femalespecific research, they could just conduct male-dominated
research and extrapolate their results to women because ‘men's'
and women's’ bodies are not that different,’ which is far from the
truth [4].
To this day, women are still judged against this ‘male model.’
Symptoms that are more common in women are usually listed as
‘atypical’ and do not get as much attention as those heavily
present in men because these symptoms are seen as ‘less
important’. In fact, many conditions that primarily affect women
receive less funding for research and less attention overall. They
are not placed at the same priority level as conditions that
predominantly affect men.

"Many conditions that primarily affect
women receive less funding for
research and less attention overall."
The gender gap in research and drug trials has had a detrimental
effect on women's’ health. Not only do many conditions affecting
women lack treatment options (since very few, if any, have been
formulated), but women also tend to experience more side effects
from such drugs. This is most likely because women were not
included in the clinical trials for them. In fact, women are 50 to 75
percent more likely than men to experience an adverse reaction
from a drug [4]. A woman’s increased risk of experiencing these
issues is most likely due to gender-related differences in
immunological, hormonal, and other factors that cause them to
absorb, metabolize, and eliminate drugs in different ways [8].
However, due to their lack of representation in drug trials, these
varying factors are not studied and understood as well, causing
women to suffer from adverse reactions that could have been
prevented.
Although the National Institutes of Health requires women to
account for about half of the participants in research supported
by their organization in 2015, there is still a lot of work to be done
to ensure gender equity in research studies and drug trials. For
instance, although this guideline is set in place, most pre-clinical
research still predominantly uses male animals and cells [7]. We
must also aim to incorporate more women into research
programs. For instance, recent discoveries show that menopausal
hormonal changes and sex differences in gene expressions may
play a role in why women are twice as likely to develop
Alzheimer’s when compared to men [5]. I hope that as more
women go into STEM and medical research fields, they will fight
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The Feedback Loop Between Healthcare and the Environment
by Mark Bodik, Biometry and Statistics '23
Every Introductory Biology student learns about feedback loops in
living organisms: systems whose outputs are recycled as inputs
that either promote or preclude the system from continuing to
function. Many such systems exist in our society, but are often
overlooked due to strong opinions and partisan divisions; one
example of this is climate change and the U.S. healthcare system.
While we often see these as disjoint processes in our country,
there is actually a complex feedback loop between them that
provides a crucial understanding of both problems and might help
make U.S. healthcare more efficient and environmentally friendly.
When discussing pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, we
often focus on “industry” or “big business.” In fact, the healthcare
system is one of the biggest contributors to greenhouse gas
emissions. As it turns out, healthcare is responsible for one-tenth
of U.S. carbon emissions, and further, if the global healthcare
sector was a country, it would rank seventh for emissions [1]. This
is an alarming fact, although it makes sense intuitively, given that
healthcare facilities often operate 24/7 (i.e. hospitals), and must not
only produce enough energy to power buildings and utilities, but
also surgical machines, intensive care equipment, and any other
medical devices. Burning fossil fuels to produce this energy is a
glaring contributor to atmospheric greenhouse gas content.
Clearly, there is a need to make healthcare facilities more
environmentally friendly, but at what cost? Shouldn’t top-notch
care always be the highest priority, with the environment placed
on the backburner as needed? Many would say yes, as we often see
human health as directly more urgent than the environment. But
what we typically don’t consider is that when we ignore the
system’s environmental consequences, we are indirectly enforcing
negative health outcomes.
How exactly does climate change go beyond environmental
impacts into the realm of human health? Primarily, this occurs
through increased heat exposure, vector-borne diseases, and
worsened mental health due to extreme weather events, which
might disproportionately impact some populations more than
others. For example, low-income individuals and communities
might face the brunt of these effects due to lower adaptability and
preparedness, despite contributing much less to total global
emissions. Climate change will also lower the nutrition and
availability of food crops in the coming decades, and the World
Health Organization (WHO) estimates that between 2030 and 2050,
there may be 250,000 annual deaths associated with these
climate-induced outcomes [2]. The prognosis for this seemingly
never-ending interplay of issues is decidedly grim and is much
akin to how external stressors can exacerbate pre-existing
conditions in humans.
There is a definitive feedback loop taking shape: we have a
healthcare system that emits greenhouse gases and contributes to
climate change, which in turn impacts human health, thus placing
further demand on healthcare. As this demand increases, our
resources and ability to make healthcare greener will dwindle.

The transition to a more sustainable healthcare sector might be a
slow one; after all, it must occur without sacrificing the needs of
current patients that rely on medical treatment every day.
However, there are definitive and studied alterations that must be
made sooner rather than later. One such change has actually been
brought to the fore with the COVID-19 pandemic as many doctors
have resorted to telemedicine to limit in-person contact. For
cases where telemedicine is effective and suitable for meeting
patients’ needs, it proves to be a greener alternative by reducing
travel and paperwork, thus lowering the overall carbon footprint
of healthcare [3]. With a lasting partial transition to telemedicine,
there will be noticeable reductions in carbon emissions related to
healthcare and potentially meaningful improvements in human
health.
It may come as no surprise that hospitals are also the main focus
of making healthcare greener, given that they are energy and
resource-intensive institutions that operate around the clock.
There must be a greater focus on creating “green hospitals,” to
join the 30 or so existing U.S. hospitals with Gold and Platinum
LEED certifications. Measures such as switching to LED lighting,
low/no-energy medical devices, renewable energy sources,
rainwater harvesting, and locations near public transportation
routes can all coalesce in the development of additional green
hospitals, or in the modification of existing hospitals to meet
green standards [4]. Aside from hospitals, the U.S. also has a vast
network of smaller clinics and outpatient facilities that can be
improved to reduce climate impacts. Since clinics are closer in
scale and resource-use to typical buildings and offices, they can
more easily adopt small-scale green practices to save energy,
water, and supplies [5].
Looking at the big picture emphasizes the need for even the most
gradual improvements wherever possible. It is a combination of
all possible changes on the individual, small, and large-scale
levels that will produce lasting reductions in the environmental
impact of healthcare. Upon implementing these strategies, we will
someday achieve a negative feedback loop wherein green
healthcare practices lead to improved health and a reduced need
for healthcare, which, despite its name, is something truly
positive.
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The Health Implications of Mass Incarceration
by Anika Kumar, Human Development '23
For decades, high incarceration rates have been justified under
the belief that criminal confinement leads to a safer and healthier
society. However, while placing more people into institutional
corrections facilities has contributed to a proportion of crime rate
decline, it has inadvertently induced detrimental health
consequences for millions of people. The U.S. has no independent
authority to monitor prison conditions and enforce basic
standards of health and safety [1]. Consequently, incarcerated
individuals are disproportionately affected by chronic health
conditions and mental illness as a result of exposure to
inadequate access to healthcare before, during, and after
incarceration.

In addition to higher rates of infectious diseases, an alarming
number of incarcerated individuals struggle with poor mental
health and substance abuse. Approximately 65 percent of these
individuals meet the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual criteria for
alcohol and drug dependence or abuse, but only 11 percent receive
treatment [5]. In addition, incarcerated persons are extremely likely
to have anxiety, mood, and disruptive disorders [8]. Several
fundamental factors contribute to poor mental health outcomes in
incarcerated individuals. Overcrowding, enforced solitude or a lack
of privacy, a lack of meaningful activity, isolation from social
networks, insecurity about future prospects (work, relationships,
etc.), and inadequate health services in prisons all negatively impact
mental health [1]. Additionally, prisoners are frequently mistreated
and often experience discrimination in prisons based on their race,
sex, gender identity, or disability [1]. Furthermore, the increased
exposure to violence that comes with incarceration increases the
prevalence of mental health disorders among incarcerated
individuals. This factor is of particular concern, considering that
over 32 percent people in state correctional facilities reported being
injured since their admission in a 2004 survey [6]. Unfortunately,
the difficulties of incarceration, combined with the lack of
treatment options for issues related to mental health and substance
abuse, greatly increase the risk of suicide. This symptom of our
current incarceration system accounted for about one-third of all
deaths in local jails between 2000 and 2014 and is regarded as a
leading cause of death for this population [7].
Older adults are at particular risk of experiencing negative health
outcomes during and after incarceration. The number of inmates
over the age of 55 has been continuously increasing since 1990 [6].
Individuals at this age have high rates of chronic conditions
including diabetes, heart disease, and hypertension. However, most
prisons and jails are not equipped to meet the needs of these
elderly inmates [7]. The cognitive impairment and physical
disabilities that come with old age make these individuals far more
vulnerable to injury and poor health outcomes relative to the rest of
the population.

Health facilities are generally ill-equipped to provide for the
medically underserved and, thus, observe significantly higher
rates of disease than the general population [2]. For example,
those living in correctional facilities are three times more likely to
have HIV or AIDS, mostly due to needle-sharing, drug use, and
consensual and nonconsensual sex among prisoners [3]. Even
rates of hepatitis C, tuberculosis, and other sexually transmitted
infections, such as gonorrhea, chlamydia, and syphilis, are higher
among incarcerated persons [4]. These high rates of infection are
largely the result of limited access to screening and evidencebased treatments in many prisons. Deeply troubling is the
exacerbation of unattainable prevention practices; incarcerated
individuals may not receive necessary immunizations that
stimulate outbreak-prevention of infectious diseases like
influenza [3].

In addition to all the negative health effects experienced during
incarceration, many other health issues arise after release. Studies
have shown that previously incarcerated persons have higher rates
of morbidity and mortality as compared to the general population
[9]. While in prison, many of these individuals experience high rates
of chronic disease such as hypertension, diabetes, and asthma, and
communicable diseases like hepatitis, HIV, and tuberculosis [10].
Upon re-entry into society, the challenges that come with enrolling
in health insurance coverage, finding a primary care physician,
refilling prescriptions, and making health care appointments cause
many of these individuals to fail in managing their conditions [11].
Although some inmates were able to receive treatment for their
physical and mental health while in prison, treatment rates drop
dramatically after release [11].
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The challenges in accessing health care and viable treatment
options only escalate an incarcerated individual’s vulnerability to
morbidity and mortality after returning to their community. A
study notes that the relative risk of mortality within the first two
weeks after release from prison is 12.7 times the risk of nonincarcerated individuals [12]. Homicide, suicide, and drug
overdose are all leading causes of death within this population.
In order to mitigate health disparities, new policies must be
implemented. Firstly, it must be recognized that incarceration is
detrimental to an individual's health. By reducing sentences for
nonviolence and drug possession offenders, negative health
outcomes may be alleviated. Additionally, corrections facilities
should offer comprehensive medical services necessary to
preserve the health of individuals of all ages. Frequent screenings,
along with increased access to medication, counseling, and
evidence-based treatments for various disorders, should be
provided to reduce the rates of disease, disorders, and unhealthy
practices. Lastly, reassimilating into society and attaining proper
healthcare is yet another challenge that must be addressed in
order to improve the health outcomes of inmates after release.
Some recommendations include beginning the re-entry process
prior to release and establishing community-based collaborations
[13].
With millions of people under the supervision of U.S. corrections
facilities, many organizations have already begun calling for
action. Implementing change has assumed a priority of many
judicial and social movements. Some of the most prominent
organizations advocating for incarcerated individuals to have
access to comprehensive medical services include the American
Civil Liberties Union and the American Academy of Family
Physicians [14]. With increased pressure from organizations to
make policy changes, there is much potential for the future
improvement of health outcomes in incarcerated persons both
during and after imprisonment. Access to proper health care is a
human right. If incarceration is to fulfill its initial goal of truly
creating a safer and healthier world, then we must all take action
and support the organizations working to improve prison
conditions and facilitate reassimilation into society.
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The Wildfire West: A Threat to Public Health
by Julie Kim, Health Policy '22
The West Coast is quite literally on fire. To date, this has been the
most active wildfire season that has scorched California,
Colorado, Washington, and Oregon. In only a matter of weeks,
California has seen six of the 20 largest wildfires in modern
history [1]. These natural disasters are not only destructive to
forests and surrounding communities but also pose a serious
threat to public health by releasing harmful particles that pollute
the air for all of us.
Wildfire smoke consists of a complex mixture of different gas
particles. Its most hazardous component is a fine particulate
matter, PM2.5, which “causes systematic inflammation in the body
and spews out to your circulation system,” according to Dr.
Angela Yao, a researcher at the British Columbia Center for
Disease Control. Pre-existing health conditions such as asthma,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder (COPD), heart conditions,
and diabetic conditions put people at an even greater risk [2]. An
estimated 43 percent of U.S. households report pre-existing
conditions [3]. For those with pre-existing health conditions, Yao
recommends those individuals to purchase a portable air filter for
their home and to stock up on their medications. Being an expert
in this field for nearly a decade, Yao says these wildfires are not
going away, and they are something we will learn to live with.
Unfortunately, the dangerous effects of these wildfires are not
localized to the places they burn in. According to the Director of
the Wildfire Interdisciplinary Research Center at San Jose State
University, Craig Clements, “when smoke is trapped or does not
go very high, you see the impact on local or regional community”
but he says “if smoke is lifted high, it can go all around the world”
[4]. While smoke can be dispersed by wind, it never really
disappears. Like fire, wind is another strong force of nature that
carries fatal health risks to communities everywhere.
Not everyone can afford a portable air filter due to a number of
constraints, such as financial and transportation limitations.
Studies have shown that pollution disproportionately affects lowincome, marginalized communities, which disproportionately face
the issues mentioned above. A study conducted by the Union of
Concerned Scientists found that Black, Latino, Asian, and lowincome communities in California suffered the most from poor air
quality — and impacted Black Americans the most. “Black people
in California experience concentrations 18 percent higher than
the average Californian” [5]. They experience 43 percent more
exposure to PM2.5 pollution than White people who live in
California. Additionally, PM2.5 pollution is 10 percent higher
where the lower-income households in the state are compared to
the state average [5]. This disparity reflects the larger
environmental injustice seen in the U.S. In July, Vice Presidentelect Kamala Harris (D-Calif.) introduced the Environmental
Justice for All Act. Aiming to confront systemic environmental
racism and address the disparate impacts of pollution, the bill
hopes to reform the Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act [6].

A new administration could finally mean actively addressing the
disproportionate impact of air pollution on low-income and
communities of color. The West Coast wildfires, and their
associated health issues, are just another consequence of the
changing climate and rising temperatures. As a result,
marginalized communities once again bear the brunt of our
country’s neglect of the environment.
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A Closer Look at FDA’s Approval Process for
Biomedical Devices
by Kuan Cao, Biomedical Engineering '22
Biomedical technology has advanced rapidly in the past few
decades, contributing to an improved quality of life. As of 2010,
eight to ten percent of Americans have an implantable medical
device and as the field progressed over the past ten years,
increasingly more implantable devices are created and released
[4]. All these medical devices must be approved by the FDA before
they are released on the market to ensure safety and
effectiveness, especially since some devices are life-sustaining.
Therefore, the FDA’s approval process must be flawless and yet,
there is significant room for improvement. Specifically, there is a
loophole in Section 501(k) of the FDA’s “Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act'' that has allowed faulty devices to be released on the market
in the past [3].
The FDA separates devices into three major categories: high-risk,
moderate-to-high risk, and low-risk [11]. Approximately one
percent of devices are life-sustaining and are classified as “highrisk,” meaning that they require a significant amount of testing
before release. Second, about 66 percent of devices are “low-risk”
(such as crutches) with no testing required most of the time.
Everything else falls into the “moderate to high risk” category
where the approval is granted through the 501(k) process. Every
year, approximately 400 implants are approved through this
process.

about 20 implants and were legally entitled to a response as per
FDA regulation, companies for 16 out of 20 devices still did not
provide detailed scientific information to support their conclusions.
More importantly, they found that new devices were approved
based on their similarity to predicates that were recalled for safety
reasons. For example, St Jude’s Attune Adjustable Flexible
Annuloplasty Ring (Model AFR) was an approved heart valve
implant that was then recalled in 2000 due to life-threatening
leakage [11]. Nonetheless, the FDA approved a new device based on
the similarity to this recalled device. Devices that have already been
removed from the market should not be used as a predicate for
approving future devices since errors that are already discovered
could be propagated into the next generation of devices. Perhaps it
should even be used as evidence against the approval until the new
device can be tested and proven to be distinct from the failed
predicate.

The 510(k) process is separated into the standard 501(k) and de
novo 501(k). The standard 501(k) approval process states that a
new device can be approved if it is similar to an existing legally
marketed device, called the “predicate”. Interestingly, only ten
percent of 501(k) submissions require clinical data, which usually
consists of laboratory tests and animal trials, to prove equivalence
to an existing device [9]. The de novo 501(k) process is for devices
that have no known equivalent and these require stringent testing
and proof of efficiency. The process takes months and several
hundreds of pages of paperwork which demonstrates that the
FDA is serious about the health and safety of devices.
Despite the FDA’s efforts, the standard 501(k) process has resulted
in the approval of several faulty devices that have since been
recalled from the market. A research study conducted in 2014 on
the safety and effectiveness of implanted devices analyzed a
sample of 50 FDA approved devices and their predicates [11]. They
found that the manufacturer’s reports to the FDA for
approximately 66 percent of the 1105 predicates did not mention
publicly available scientific evidence. For instance, one cardiac
device simply listed the names of non-clinical tests and stated:
“meets acceptance criteria” or “no changes made which would
affect this test” without including any experimental data.
Transparency of the testing done to demonstrate device
equivalence may be necessary for future research and
confirmation of the safety of these devices. After the researchers
reached out to device companies, asking for more information

Furthermore, more attention to the biomaterial composition,
structure and location of implants is vital. New devices were
approved based on apparent similarity to predicates composed of
different materials and used in different areas of the body.
However, different materials lead to drastic changes in the
biocompatibility and functionality of the device. For example,
DePuy created a titanium implant for spine fractures that was
approved in 2010 based on similarities to 15 predicates that
included a dental screw and did not release their clinical or
nonclinical data from testing the device similarity and
effectiveness. In 2019, John Oliver’s Last Week Tonight’s piece on
medical devices included an interview with an orthopedic surgeon
who gave a gruesome description of the effects of metal corrosion
turning the bone and soft tissues surrounding the implant to
“pitch black pieces of cheese” [5]. This description serves to
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emphasize the severe negative consequences of failing to consider
changes in biomaterial composition from one device to the next.
However, the negative effects of metal-on-metal devices (devices
with interacting metal components) are certainly nothing new.
Since the 1970s, it has been known that metal hip implants lead to
increased metal concentrations in the body [7]. Then in 2009, a
year before DePuy’s implant was approved, a study described
necrosis and irreversible inflammation in implant-surrounding
tissues as well as pseudotumors in 52 patients with MoM
resurfacing arthroplasties (surgical reconstruction of joints) [6,
10]. It should be noted that in the early middle 2000s, metal-onmetal implants were used in up to one-third of cases but after
further investigation of metal debris issues, they are now used in
less than 1 percent of all surgical operations [8]. As of 2014, metalon-metal implants are used in less than 1 percent of the total
surgical operations [8]. Thus, in general, scientists are aware of
research developments and do prioritize the safety and efficacy of
medical devices.
In addition, several cases of other faulty devices due to this
loophole were discussed in a 2019 documentary titled “The
Bleeding Edge”. One particular example was the birth control
device called Essure which caused patients to undergo multiple
subsequent surgeries, develop autoimmune diseases, and be
unable to work [1]. These victims of negligence formed an antiEssure advocacy group. The documentary follows the women
through their arduous journey to remove the device from the
market. Bayer responded to the documentary, claiming that
Essure was demonstrated to be safe and effective based on “40
published studies involving approximately 200,000 women over
two decades” and that “FDA also has not changed its conclusion
that Essure's benefits outweigh any potential risks”; the company
eventually removed Essure from the market due to decreased
sales [2]. It should be taken into consideration that both sources
are biased since the documentary focused mainly on personal
stories of patients who were harmed by Essure and not success
stories while Bayer is a for-profit company that would logically
defend its own products. Regardless of Bayer's claims, it is clear
that people were harmed due to an approved device. This is just
one of many instances that indicate a need to modify the approval
process for medical devices to ensure the health and safety of
those who receive implants.
It is impossible and unreasonable to expect the FDA to approve
100 percent safe devices because research is ongoing and we are
all still learning more about the intricacies of chemistry and
human biology. However, when a device is recalled, it is prudent
to require testing to determine whether new, similar devices will
fail in the same way the predicate did. Moreover, increased
transparency of information is crucial. This is not in any way
claiming that the company’s research is unethical. Instead,
transparency is necessary for confirmation of scientific evidence
and for use in future biomedical research for improvements or
new devices. Issues of new innovations cannot be prevented
entirely since research is still ongoing, but the approval process
can be improved to include a higher threshold and transparency
of scientific testing to maximize patient safety.
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Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare
by Shilvaan Patel, Policy Analysis and Management '24
Amazon Web Services has been using AI in a cloud-based-service
that gathers data from clinical notes [1]. Companies such as
OneMedical and AthenaHealth have also used AI to recognize key
terms and uncover insights from health records, synthesizing this
information and allowing providers to devote their limited
resources to more productive tasks [1]. Furthermore, Google is
collaborating with healthcare delivery networks in order to build
prediction models from large datasets that can warn clinicians of
high-risk conditions while Enlitic and Jvion are developing AI
algorithms to interpret images, identify at-risk patients and
patients who are most likely to respond to treatment [1]. Nuance
uses Natural Language Processing (NLP) to integrate with
commercial EHRs and capture clinical notes, allowing clinicians to
increase their focus on their patients [1]. Additionally, machine
learning solutions from IBM Watson, Change Healthcare, and
AllScripts use health data to augment clinical decision making,
allowing clinicians to tailor their care to the patient [1]. Moreover,
EHRs are often cited as complicated, hard to use, and a
contributing factor to clinician burnout and experts believe that
AI can make EHRs more user friendly [1]. Customizing EHRs to
make them easier for clinicians is largely a manual process, and
the system’s rigidity is a real obstacle to improvement. AI can help
EHRs continuously adapt to preferences, improving clinical
outcomes and clinicians' quality of life [1].

Artificial intelligence (AI) has taken the world by storm over the
past decade. Widely considered the next frontier for global
technological advancement, AI has been applied to solve critical
problems in a variety of sectors, including healthcare. Recent
advancements in healthcare digitization, with parallel
improvements in computer processing and data storage, have
made AI an increasingly important component of our perpetual
quest for higher quality, cheaper, and more accessible healthcare.

Most current AI options for EHRs are packaged as standalone,
unintegrated offerings and require time-pressed physicians to
learn how to use new interfaces [1]. However, for EHRs to
maximize physician productivity, all these features need to be
integrated [1]. As mainstream EHR vendors such as Epic, Cerner,
Allscripts, and Athena continue adding AI capabilities for clinical
decision support, telehealth integration and imaging analysis, we
will be able to benefit even more from these applications.

The impending physician shortage in the U.S. is well documented,
making labor-saving technology and techniques that help us
improve population health cost-effectively all the more important.
As of 2011, the U.S. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
had compiled over 17,000 algorithms and computer programs for
healthcare evaluation, treatment, and administration indicating
breadth and volume of AI applications in the healthcare sector [2].
By 2026, some estimates place the annual savings created by “key
clinical health AI applications” as high as $150 billion annually [2].

The Iron Triangle of Healthcare is the concept that in a developed
healthcare system, the primary goals of the system are to increase
the quality of care, access to care and decrease the cost of care,
but that improving upon one of these factors is usually
accompanied by a decrease in one or more of the other factors.
Applications of AI, and the accompanying rise in productivity,
have great potential to help us improve upon one or more of these
factors without compromising on the remaining ones.

One critical application of AI is for electronic health records
(EHRs), which are an electronically-stored aggregation of the
patient and population health information. Inflexible, confusing,
and expensive to customize, EHRs are typically purchased
commercially and require significant investment to optimize for a
particular healthcare provider’s specific needs [1]. Current
applications of AI to improve this critical piece of healthcare
infrastructure include data extraction from free text, diagnostic
algorithms, clinical documentation and data entry, clinical
decision support, and improvement of user experience.
,
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Healthcare Systems Around the Globe:
What Should the U.S. Do?
by Ishan Shah, Human Biology, Health, and Society ‘24
Healthcare is at the top of most political conversations and in
2020, Americans have seen nothing less. When considering a
potential policy change in this area, it is important to understand
the mechanics of other countries’ systems and realize which
aspects the U.S. healthcare system can adopt. Across the world,
there are four main models of healthcare systems that are best
displayed in Germany, the United Kingdom, Canada, and India.
These respectively are known as the Bismarck Model, the
Beveridge Model, the National Health Insurance Model, and the
Out-of-Pocket Model. Are these systems effective in insuring all
citizens access to adequate care? What should the U.S. do?

In 2017, Germany spent 250 billion euros on healthcare, making up
11.5 percent of the German GDP [8]. While their spending ranks
third in the world, the German government is able to provide
access to medical care to all residents. This system is funded
primarily by workers who dedicate 7.5 percent of their income to
the public insurance pool, while employers match that same
amount [9]. Just because Germany provides universal access does
not mean the country lacks in the quality of care, unlike the U.S. In
fact, Germany has a high life expectancy of 81.1 years, exceeding
the OECD average of 80.7 years [6]. While there is much more to
quality of care, life expectancy is just one common comparison
across countries.

The United States: The Hybrid System
The American healthcare system is both private and public in that
the majority of people are responsible for paying for private
insurance options, but the government funds options for select
groups. These publicly funded programs include Medicare for
people 65 years of age and older, Medicaid for the poor, and the
Children’s Health Insurance Program for children of low-income
families. Medicaid is an insurance program jointly funded by the
federal government and the states and provides coverage to lowincome individuals and families. This socialized healthcare
program covers 68.8 million Americans [2]. Despite these public
programs, the American healthcare system is not universal. After
the implementation of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), the nation’s
uninsured population sits at 8.5 percent of the U.S. population,
amounting to 28.5 million Americans, building upon the 44 million
Americans who were uninsured prior to the Act being passed [1].
Of the insured population, 63.7 percent of people are covered by
private insurance, whereas 34.4 percent rely on public coverage [3].
Although the U.S. spends the most in the world on healthcare per
person, the quality of care remains low. Healthcare spending
marks 17.7 percent of the nation’s GDP in 2018 [5] and exceeds
$10,000 per capita [4]. The U.S. possesses the highest suicide and
lowest life expectancy of the major countries studied in the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD). Furthermore, the U.S. also ranks highest in the rate of
avoidable deaths and hospitalizations due to preventable causes
[6]. This is likely attributed to the high costs of insurance
premiums and out-of-pocket payments for medical care and drugs
[4].

Germany: The Bismarck Model
Germany’s healthcare system is split into insurance (public and
private coverage) and healthcare sectors. By law, all Germans are
required to have health coverage. Out of Germany’s population of
about 83 million, 85 percent of people rely on statutory health
insurance (SHI), while 11 percent and 4 percent opted-out and now
have private insurance or pay out of pocket, respectively [7]. SHI
covers all medical and prescription drug costs for Germans.

The United Kingdom: The Beveridge Model
The healthcare system in the UK is known as the National Health
Service (NHS) and provides universal care to all 58 million
residents of the UK. This system is publicly funded, but citizens are
permitted to seek their own private coverage.
While the healthcare system in the UK is able to provide the same
effect as the German model in insuring all residents and allowing
the option of private coverage, it is funded using a different
method. Healthcare spending in the UK is funded through taxes
and totals to about 8.4 percent of the GDP or 189.84 billion British
pounds. Citizens pay on average about 4.5 percent of their income
on healthcare in the form of taxes. The UK healthcare system is
economically efficient, as it spends a fraction of what other
countries do, and yet is still successful in its efforts to provide
quality medical care. The quality of care in the UK is ranked
consistently higher than that of the US. Furthermore, the average
life expectancy exceeds that of the U.S. by 2.7 years [6]. In addition
to quality care, the wait times for general medical care are
relatively low despite providing universal access, but can be higher
for surgeries, specialized visits, and elective procedures [10].
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Canada: The National Health Insurance Model
The Canadian healthcare system is a single-payer system, a system
funded by only one entity within a nation, that is owned by the
Canadian government. Canadians will often opt to add to their
public coverage with a private insurance option [11]. In fact, about
25 million Canadians are covered by external insurance programs.
This public healthcare system provides coverage of all hospital and
doctor visits but does not deal with any prescription drugs or other
medical treatments [12].

result in a power battle between the two political parties, as the
polarizing state of the government would prevent unidirectional

Canada spends approximately 11 percent of its GDP on healthcare.
The system is publically funded through taxation, with each citizen
spending on average 4,500 U.S. dollars per year [12]. Health care in
Canada is relatively strong but also has its downsides just as any
other healthcare system. While the overall care is consistently
marked as one of the top in the world, the high wait times and lack
of total coverage are major downsides [12]. The average life
expectancy of Canadians is higher than that of the U.S., the UK, and
Germany at 82 years of age [6].

The model of the Canadian healthcare system would not work as
effectively in the U.S. as a setup like those of Germany and the UK
because of the assigned power that the federal government
possesses. If implemented in the U.S., the system would likely
result in a power battle between the two political parties, as the
polarizing state of the government would prevent unidirectional
growth of the healthcare system. The U.S. should continue dividing
control of healthcare in the nation between the state and federal
governments, as well as pharmaceutical companies. As for the
distribution of this power, the federal government should hold
more and must take steps in order to regulate healthcare costs in
order to make care more affordable and accessible to its residents.

India: The Out-of-Pocket Model
The Indian healthcare system follows the Out-of-Pocket Model
that exists across most developing countries in the world. By the
constitution of India, it is a requirement of all Indian states to
provide healthcare to all its people. However, India, like other
developing countries, struggles with funding their healthcare
systems. As a result, 63 percent of people in India remain
uninsured. Of the remaining 37 percent, people are covered by PMJAY, a program funded by taxes to increase access to people with
lower-income backgrounds seeking medical care at private
facilities, and other programs including employment-based
coverage. While PM-JAY aims to cover about 500 million people,
Indian citizens and residents have not observed increased access
to healthcare following the implementation of PM-JAY from the
previous social healthcare programs tested in India [13]. For this
reason, Indians struggle immensely with health costs and the
system in place is not at all effective in providing proper coverage
to a large percentage of people residing within the nation.
India spends a low percentage of its GDP on health care at only 1.6
percent [14]. Out-of-pocket spending accounts for 70 percent of
healthcare spending in India. Due to lack of funding, India’s
healthcare system struggles in quality of care. In 2016, the nation
ranked 145th in the world in healthcare, scoring 13.2 points lower
than the global average on the healthcare access and quality index
created by the Global Burden of Disease [15].

Comparing Systems
With respect to funding, the collection method of the German
system works effectively in supporting universal coverage for a
larger population in comparison to the UK’s method. This is a
model that the U.S. could realistically apply in a new and reformed
healthcare system.

growth of the healthcare system. The U.S. should continue dividing
control of healthcare in the nation between the state and federal
governments, as well as pharmaceutical companies. As for the
distribution of this power, the federal government should hold
more and must take steps in order to regulate healthcare costs in
order to make care more affordable and accessible to its residents.

The reason the Indian healthcare system is important to analyze in
conjunction with the other nations is because of the large
population of India. That being said, the current state of the Indian
system is nothing to be modeled after in the U.S. In order to avoid
duplicating the current situation in India, it is important the
American government increases healthcare spending through
proper funding and guarantees coverage to its residents.

What Can We Do?
In analyzing the current American model, in addition to other
alternative systems, we can gain valuable insights into what
aspects of our system are in need of improvement. American
policymakers and officials should prioritize insuring the uninsured
while attempting to drive the costs of healthcare down. This
should come from an increase in funding and stricter government
regulation of drug and treatment costs to prevent the domination
of large pharmaceutical, healthcare, and insurance companies
controlling costs.
Germany and the UK have seemed to find models that work
efficiently and minimize many issues that are prevalent in the
American healthcare system. That being said, healthcare systems
do not follow a one size fits all model and are not as simple as they
might seem. We must use the previously discussed aspects of
several other systems in order to form one that works best in the
context of the U.S.

The model of the Canadian healthcare system would not work as
effectively in the U.S. as a setup like those of Germany and the UK
because of the assigned power that the federal government
possesses. If implemented in the U.S., the system would likely
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Can Virtual Reality Shape the Future of Healthcare?
by Philip Lee, Biological Sciences ‘22
.The future of healthcare is likely to be a more virtual experience,
but not in the ways one might expect. Until recently, the term
“virtual reality”, or “VR'' for short, was limited to the
entertainment sector and commonly associated with the gaming
industry. However, as the COVID-19 pandemic ensues, healthcare
providers are looking to virtual reality tools, like Facebook’s
“Oculus Quest 2”, to treat patients and support more personalized
care– especially in scenarios where physician contact is limited.
Brennan Speigel M.D., director of the Clinical and Translational
Science Institute at Cedars Sinai Medical Center and pioneer in
virtual reality applications in pain management, states that the
COVID-19 pandemic “is an opportunity for VR to shine right now
- if we can figure out how best to do it.”
There are currently over 5,000 published studies supporting
different applications of VR. The FDA has officially acknowledged
VR as a new field [1]. The question is no longer whether VR is
scientifically valid, but whether the physicians have the necessary
resources to offer VR to their patients as a new form of therapy
alongside traditional forms of medicine. Dr. Albert Rizzo, head
research lead at the MedVR Lab, and his team at the USC Institute
for Creative Technologies are devoted to expanding the
capabilities of VR for clinical purposes. The MedVR lab explores
and evaluates areas where VR can add value to traditional
assessment and interventional approaches. One such area is in the
discipline of psychology, more specifically to the assessment,
training and treatment of stress-related disorders. In addition to
further developing applications that can be used in assessment,
training and treatment, Dr. Rizzo and his team are working hard
“to expand into various areas of neuroscience, incorporating
measures of allostatic load into our work with resilience and
PTSD [2]. While it is exciting to research novel ways of applying
VR, it is equally exciting to see its real-life use in the clinical
setting as well.
In a presentation titled “Virtual Reality in Pain Management”
given at the 2020 PAINWeek Virtual Live Conference, Dr. Spiegel
highlights the wide applicability of virtual reality in the field of
pain management, including using virtual reality during
childbirth as a non-pharmaceutical method of reducing the stress
and pain of labor [1]. He notes, “We're looking at the ways that VR
might help you learn to train your attention to focus on
experiences beyond the pain, using the time-tested techniques of
cognitive-behavioral therapy," Dr. Spiegel says. Since then, Dr.
Spiegel and his team at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center have
completed several hospital-wide studies analyzing the efficacy of
using VR to help mitigate pain and all three studies, involving
more than 300 patients, showed that VR helps to reduce pain and
can be used as an effective complement to traditional medicine [1].
Currently, there are several more ongoing VR-related research
projects underway at Cedars-Sinai and it will be exciting to see
what other clinical fields, besides pain management, will benefit
from the amazing capabilities of VR. If you want to learn more and

are interested in what Dr. Spiegel has to say about VR in medicine,
consider checking out his book titled “VRx: How Virtual Therapies
will Revolutionize Medicine.”
In addition to its exciting research and clinical applications, VR
has also greatly impacted medical education. Companies like
OssoVR and ImmersiveTouch offer VR services to train surgeons
in the form of applications that simulate the operating room and
headsets that are specifically tailored for medical use. In fact, a
recent survey from Harvard Business School found that VRtrained surgeons exhibited a remarkable 230 percent boost in
overall productivity compared to their traditionally trained
counterparts [5]. Stanford School of Medicine has caught on to this
trend, utilizing VR in its classrooms to teach anatomy to medical
students. Through applications that simulate virtual life-sized
organs and enable users to go deep within the anatomical features
of humans to visualize arteries, VR allows students to interact
with the human body in a way that has never been done before.
With its current trajectory and adoption by several nationally
renowned medical schools and a growing army of VR-oriented
healthcare companies, virtual reality has the potential to train the
next generation of surgeons and medical practitioners.
Finally, it is also worth noting that VR can not only educate
healthcare professionals, but also its ultimate beneficiaries, the
patients. Studies have shown that the use of virtual reality in
treating patients suffering from psychological issues have proven
hugely successful [4]. In particular, VR has facilitated conversion
therapy for fears and phobias. Through virtual reality, clinical
psychologists create computer-simulated environments, such as
looking down from the Empire State building or having little
virtual spiders crawling up one’s arms, to address their patients’
phobias of heights or spiders. Virtual reality easily allows clinical
psychologies to deliver virtual environments with controlled
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Tapping into the diverse range and capabilities of VR might just be
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the first step in revolutionizing the field of medicine.
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